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This issue of National Graphic has been published on the occasion of the exhibition 
Linden1968, a major multi-arts survey exhibition that profiles a broad cross 

section of emerging and established WA-based art practices to an interstate audience. 
The exhibition is presented as part of the Linden Centre for Contemporary Arts’ 
Innovators Program from 7 November – 14 December 2008. 

As an exhibition, Linden1968 includes a selection of artists who have been invited by 
the project curators to respond to a creative and tight curatorial brief: to devise works 
and strategies within Linden’s interior and exterior spaces that will reshape, transform 
and comment on the site’s previous function as a private guest house in the year 1968. 
The project curators have asked the participating artists to consider the significant 
events that marked 1968 – the disappearance of Harold Holt, the assassination of 
Bobby Kennedy, the earthquake in Meckering, the Paris riots and the opening of the 
National Gallery of Victoria - in their creative response to the site. 

Linden1968 seeks to directly engage with the Linden site, including all five gallery 
spaces and the gardens, by responding to its physicality and history, and using these 
elements as a stimulus for creation. Place, space, function and time are layered to 
create a fantastic snapshot of history as both the site, surrounding St Kilda, and 
contemporary current affairs are reflected on by the artists and their works. By 
anchoring the show in this historically significant year, it is also hoped that audience 
engagement with the site and work will be increased as they become implicated within 
the exhibition context: eg. Where were you when Harold Holt went missing? 

Linden1968 seeks to establish alternative styles and/or means of communication 
through focusing on a diversity of materials, working methods and site-specific 
approaches employed by the artists. The selected group of artists include emerging, 
mid career as well as more established artists, living and working in Perth. Not all 
artists were alive in 1968, which adds to the diversity of interpretations and highlights 
the colourings of nostalgia and the influence of the annals of history. It is also 
important to note that the participating artists have been invited based on the strength 
and diversity of their individual practices. While they are responding to a specific 
site and historically anchored curatorial rationale, they are doing so with the visual 
languages that have become recognizably their own.

Western Australia has a lot to offer in terms of the contemporary arts. Many artists 
choose to live and work in Perth in an effort to retain a focus on their art practice, 
which can often be characterised by an ambitious and inquiring interest into the world 
around us and our relationship to each other. There is also a sense of experimentation 
and hybridity as visual artists often adopt performative modes within their practice, 
while performing artists are well versed in physical presentation and interaction with 
space. The other defining element of those artists emerging out of Perth today is a 
sense of play and response. The work of these artists is not fixed to a certain tone or 
outcome but demonstrates fearlessness in exposing themselves and their interests as 
they change with the world around them. The model of Linden1968 is a perfect fit for 
these artists as it is conceptually complex yet wide open to interpretation, offering an 
opportunity for the playful and improvised. 

The exhibition model employed in Linden1968, that of accessing buildings with 
pre-existing histories to provide active working environments and exhibiting 
spaces for artistic inquiry, has been used to great success in Perth by the LaunchArt 
collective. Since 2002, this Perth-based collective have accessed spaces, including 
a hotel, office building and ice cream factory, and have made them available to 
visual and performing artists who have engaged with the inherent nature of the site 
by responding to its physicality and function. The highly acclaimed Hotel6151 saw 
a group of 60 emerging, mid career and established artists of all disciplines from 
across the globe transform a 1970s hotel marked for demolition into a site-sensitive 
temporary exhibition space. The more recent Office6000 invited audiences into an 
empty floor of an office building for a weekend of office inspired art experiences. 
In this way, LaunchArt has provided new platforms for inspiring, executing and 
engaging with creative ideas.

COVER: Op art, also known as optical art, is a genre 
of visual art (especially painting), that makes use of 
optical illusions. Op art is also known as geometric 
abstraction and hard-edge abstraction, although its 
preferred term for is perceptual abstraction.
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yOu EvER wANT TO bE sOMEbOdy ELsE (quOTE fROM EAsy RIdER) (2008) © TOM MÙLLER

Editorial
HANNAH MATHEWS, 

Editor-in-Chief, National Graphic Society

As the year 1968 draws to a close we ask ourselves 
what marks its significance? What caused 1968 
to score itself in the history of time as a year that 
changed the world? 

The year began with more deaths in Vietnam – 
the war uniting communities across the world 
in opposition to America’s rampage on foreign 
soil.  The Cold War between the East and West 
continued, as the race to the moon became a public 
substitute for hostile attack. The USSR played 
daddy to a group of increasingly disgruntled eastern 
bloc states and China continued its own revolution 
behind closed doors. Israel and Palestine remained 
locked in a geographical and spiritual tug of war, 
while spectating countries aligned themselves 
either side of the Gaza strip in a subtly disguised, 
yet widely recognised, allegiance to the capitalist 
and communist empires. 

In America, the war continued to suck billions 
from the national budget and a New Left formed 
that gave support to the growing student, civil and 
women’s movements. The loss of Martin Luther 
King Jr and Bobby Kennedy struck a deep blow 
to the national psyche as people gathered together 
collectively to voice their disappointment and 
opposition to the status quo. In April, New York’s 
Columbia University closed as students took 
control of the buildings in protest of the university’s 
affiliation with the Institute for Defence Analyses. 
And in Chicago party members and protesters were 
viscously attacked by police during the Democratic 
Convention. 

These demonstrations echoed others taking place 
around the world, most spectacularly in France 
where ten million students and workers went on 
strike in May, bringing the country to its knees. 
Mexico, Italy and other countries were also 
impacted by a growing dissatisfaction from the left 
who felt change was long overdue. It was in Prague, 
however, that rebellion and disappointment were 
most strongly felt. Under the leadership of Dubcek 
in ‘68, Czechoslovakia was finding its feet in a 
more progressive climate of free speech and press. 
In Spring, however, the Soviet troops invaded, 

quietening the population and taking their own 
government hostage.  Television played a key role 
in linking these rebellions together; we witnessed 
each other across the globe and united in numbers 
and determination. 

1968 in Australia was also marked by loss. The 
search for Australia’s 17th Prime Minister, Harold 
Holt - missing since December off Victoria’s 
Portsea Beach - was called off. And in October 
the small town of Meckering in Western Australia 
was hit by a devastating earthquake that ripped the 
land open, swallowing half the town in its wake. 
Of course, there were also new beginnings and the 
National Gallery of Victoria opened its doors at St 
Kilda Road with the ground-breaking exhibition, 
The Field. The year will also be remembered for the 
humanitarian action of Australian 200m sprinter, 
Peter Norman, who publicly opposed the country’s 
White Australian policy as he took to the winners 
podium at the summer Olympics in Mexico.

In 1968 we seem paused in a moment of action; 
its outcomes yet to be determined. The year has 
been filled with momentous events that have been 
widely televised and popularised, and yet perhaps 
this ‘society of the spectacle’ as described by French 
theorist Guy Debord, has been a distraction. Perhaps 
the hype has masked the real significance of 1968, 
which can be found in the voices that have given 
form to new possibilities. The ideas of civil rights 
leaders such as Bobby Searle and Martin Luther; 
the musings of writers including Allen Ginsberg 
and Germaine Greer; the lyrics of Dylan and James 
Brown; the gestures of the Yippies, hippies and 
Abbie Hoffman; and the collective voices of those 
people who felt strong enough to demand change. 
Those who knew that the promise of a new dawn 
does not always deliver.
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In tHe lAte 1960s ADoPtIon Is stIll 
on the rise in Australia. In the September issue 
of National Graphic we featured an article on 

the ramifications of the 1965 Adoption of Children 
Act. This act came into force in NSW in 1967 and 
is based on an adoption act model followed by all 
Australian jurisdictions since. The act emphasises 
the importance of the child’s welfare but is criticised 
for its secrecy protocol, which works to ensure that 
members of the birth family and the adoptive family 
do not discover each other’s identity. 

The Women’s Movement is working hard to change 
the existing information access laws for adopted 
people and natural parents. It argues that openness 
between natural and adoptive families is in the best 
interest of the child. In the September NG article 
we interviewed a number of women who had given 
up a child through the adoption process. It was 
interesting to receive a series of letters in follow up 
to this article from one of our interviewees (Jan) 
and her children (both the daughter she adopted out 
and the son she raised) as printed below.

H. M.
Editor-in-Chief, N.G.S.

Dear Jan,

I am writing to you today to give you the warmest 
support I can offer and hopefully use my experience 
of ‘you’ to help you in the situation you find yourself 
in. 

You are my Mother as I write this letter. This may 
seem inconceivable in your current situation but 
it is true none-the-less. This and the other letters 
enclosed are a time capsule in reverse or like 
the ‘ghost of Christmas future’. We are sending 
letters back to you in the late 60’s from early in 
the next century, these are not letters posted with 
an expectation of any kind, as we have already 
traveled so far with the events and consequences of 
your current situation. These are letters to our past 
with the hope of connecting to a time before, not 
in regret or shame, but in the spirit of support and 
love for you at a time when you need us.

Naturally I have known you all my life (35 years) 
and love you dearly. But the ramifications of this 
journey you are undertaking across Australia to 
give birth and then put your child up for adoption 
have so many echoes beyond the short or even 
middle term. This journey plays a pivotal role in 
shaping who you are to become and I want to let 
you know that you will do great things and be great 
at them despite how unstable it all feels now.

This baby inside you will be an adult before you get 
to know her. Her whole childhood and adolescence 
will have been lived before you get to meet her but 
there is so much of you in her. She carries you with 
her and you help and hinder her in subtle ways, 
every day. 

We are all adults living our lives these days and 
things can’t be taken back once they are done so 
it is important to consider your next actions very 
carefully. My advice to you right now would be not 

to go to Queensland, give birth to your daughter 
and keep her. Be the great mother you can be and 
have been to me and your other children. If you 
don’t heed my advice it will still all work out okay 
in the end but if you do, there is a world of exciting 
possibilities that could open up.

Take a leap of faith in yourself and fulfill a promise 
of self-confidence and strength that is just under 
your skin.

I have asked yourself and your daughter to write 
letters to you as well. You may feel lonely and 
uncertain now but we are with you now and you are 
stronger than you think. 

Your loving son,

Eli

Dear Jan,

I’ve struggled to contact the you that is dear to me, 
whose existence I can recognize in my life and our 
life as a child.

Smiling for the camera, dressed up, wrapped up, 
pass the parcel.

What will be the prize?
No clues.
No hints.

Girl to granny, still more layers, but I can feel now 
the shape of it.

Why invent such a game?
Learn to touch it tenderly.

With love,

Jan

ELI AGEd 2 (sECONd fROM LEfT) © ELI sMITH

jAN AGEd 19 (fAR RIGHT) © ELI sMITH

Four Letters to Jan
Letter to the Editor

By eli smith, teresa Drake and Jan Warnock
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TEREsA, 19TH bIRTHdAy © ELI sMITH

Dear Jan,

Can you believe it?  I am writing this letter to you 
from the sitting room in your house.  It is a cold 
and wild day and so I have lit a fire in your funny 
little green stove.  The house is full of smoke.

This legacy of ours, this terrible grief has both 
sustained and worn away at us for almost four 
decades now.  Jan, these days you often speak of 
‘cellular memory’.  I believe it!  It is the ancient, 
unspoken truth which informs the way we live and 
love.   

Jan, I know you are lonely and terrified right now 
and you probably feel I have already taken so 
much, but may I ask just one more favour of you?  
Please, from time to time, if not lovingly, at least 
compassionately, caress your belly which is full of 
me, because I’m scared too!  

I can feel your fear, it helped grow me after all 
and even now my bones remember it.  You see, 
it is a part of my cellular memory.  Your fear of 
me has walked alongside of me everyday of my 
life.  It has shadowed every choice and leered at 
my worthiness.  Now though, I can recognise it 
as belonging to you and not to me; I can hold it 
when it cloys at me and send it away, at least for 
a while.

Jan, breathe deeply now and swallow hard (the 
child tells her mother), things will grow dark for a 
while, but know this;

Peace will come 
You will be an extraordinary mother
I will dream of you

And we will both forever wonder, 
What if…….

Teresa

Dear Jan,

I’m writing this letter to let you know that our 
daughter and granddaughter are with me, here.

Our child has the strength of love that we never 
had, and our granddaughter radiates its luminosity.

With love,
Jan    
           THE END

Wildlife as Conan sees it
Conan the Australian knows Wildlife means survival. Having roamed the globe 
and hunted many species, he knows that food from the wild deserves proper 
documentation.  The new model from Conan, the AL-1 QL, embodies all the 
needs and wants of the modern day warrior; quick release, automatic flash unit 
and many more functions. Be Conan, and shoot from the hip.

wILdLIfE As CONAN sEEs IT (2008) © TOM MÙLLER, 
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THE bIG fRIENdLy GIANT (2008) © bEvAN HONEy

the big friendly giant the big friendly giant
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HOLT IN PERIsCOPE (2008) © TOM MÙLLER

Harold’s Submarine
By tom Mùller, Artistic Director, n.G.s.

ON THE 17TH DECEMBER 1967, Harold 
Holt, Prime Minister of Australia, went for 
a swim on Cheviot Beach near his holiday 

home at Portsea in Victoria. He disappeared 
beneath the waves and was never seen again. His 
companions raised the alarm, and what ensued 
was one of the largest search and rescue operations 
Australia has ever witnessed. 

On the 4th of January 1968 the search for Australia’s 
17th Prime Minister was called off. Holt’s body was 
never found, fuelling many theories regarding his 

disappearance, ranging from suicide to abduction 
by a Chinese submarine.

Holt’s widow, the fashion designer Zara Holt, 
dismissed this conspiracy theory several years later 
when she said: “Harry? Chinese submarine? He 
didn’t even like Chinese cooking.”
           THE END

HAROLd HOLT 1968 (2008) © TARRyN GILL
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PETER GEORGE NORMAN (born 15 June  
1942  –  ) is an Australian track star and five-
time Australian champion. The athlete recently 

came to worldwide fame after winning the silver medal 
in the 200 metres sprint at the 1968 Summer Olympics 
in Mexico City. Norman’s time of 20.06 seconds looks 
to stand as a long term Australian record for this race. 

Norman’s peers on the Olympic podium, as he 
accepted his silver medal, were gold and bronze 
medalists Tommie Smith and John Carlos (both from 
America). During the playing of the country’s national 
anthem, ‘The Star-Spangled Banner’, both Smith and 
Carlos gave what is commonly known as a ‘black 
power salute’. 

“Black power” expresses a range of political goals,  

Race for Humanity
By TOM MùLLER

from defense against racial oppression, to the 
establishment of separate social institutions and a 
self-sufficient economy (separatism), and even racial 
supremacy and ethnocentric hegemony. The black 
power salute has most recently been adopted by the 
extremist Black Panther Party founded in California. 

Sociologist Harry Edwards, the founder of the Olympic 
Project for Human Rights (OPHR), had urged black 
athletes to boycott the games and reportedly, the actions 
of Smith and Carlos on the podium were inspired by 
Edwards’ arguments. The two American athletes also 
received their medals shoeless, wearing black socks 
to represent black poverty. Smith wore a black scarf 
around his neck to represent black pride and Carlos 
had his tracksuit top unzipped to show solidarity with 
all blue-collar workers in America. 

What is less reported is that Norman, a white 
Australian, donned a badge on the podium in support 
of the American athletes cause; the Olympic Project 
for Human Rights. It was also Norman who suggested 
that Smith and Carlos share the pair of black gloves 
used in their salute, after Carlos had left his gloves 
in the Olympic Village. This explains why Tommie 
Smith raised his right fist, while John Carlos raised 
his left. 

Asked by the world’s press about his support of Smith 
and Carlos’ cause, Norman said he opposed his own 
country’s White Australia government policy. 

Norman was quickly reprimanded by Australia’s 
Olympic authorities for his actions and the Australian 

NORMAN RACE (2008) © TOM MÙLLER

media ostracized him. Despite Norman’s promise as 
a world class athlete, it seems his moral values and 
belief in human rights may see him ostracized from a 
country still finding its way through racial inequality. 

THE END
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Rain Lover (1964 -) can now be called a 
champion Australian thoroughbred, having 
won the Melbourne Cup two years in a 

row.

The young male is bred and owned by Clifford A 
Reid who also won the 1945 Cup with ‘Rainbird’. 
Rain Lover is sired from the mare ‘Rain Spot’ 
and ‘Latin Lover’, the son of unbeaten track star, 
‘Ribot’.

Controversy surrounded Rain Lover’s second 
win of this landmark race, after the hot favourite 
and heavily backed, ‘Big Philou’ (trained by Bart 
Cummiings) was the victim of a doping scandal 
and withdrawn from the race 39 mnutes before its 
start.

Rain Lover went on to win the Cup from a close 
finish with ‘Alsop’ and created history as the first 
back-to-back winner since ‘Archer’ in 1861 and 
1862.

THE END
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THE bOOk Of RACING COLOuRs (2008) © TOM MÙLLER

Melbourne
Cup Winner

By TOM MùLLER

AustRAliA’s population passes 12,000,000 
in 1968. During the 1950s and 1960s, two million 
immigrants came to Australia, with a peak intake 
of 185,000 people in 1969. New settlers from Italy, 
Greece, Malta, the former Yugoslavia and Turkey 
established themselves in cities and towns.

CAPITAL CITIEs (2008) © TOM MÙLLER
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9th World Congress of soil science, Adelaide, Australia, 1968

© PERMIssION by ALfREd HARTEMINk, HEAd wORLd sOIL MusEuM, dEPuTy sECRETARy GENERAL Iuss. 2008
PHOTOGRAPH: LAwRENCE RHOdEs
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AT APPROXIMATELY 8.30 AM on the 31 
December 1968, Jetstream Service flight 
number 1750 departed Perth airport on a 

non-stop flight to Port Hedland in northern Western 
Australia.
 
The aircraft, VH-RMQ ‘Quininup’ was a Vickers 
Viscount 720. It was operated by MacRobertson 
Miller Airlines (MMA), which was established in 
1934 by confectionery manufacturer Macpherson 
Robertson and pilot Horrie Miller. The VH-RMQ 
was named, ‘Quininup’ after it was leased by MMA 
from Ansett in September that year. 

The night before the scheduled flight, the 
plane’s cockpit voice recorder was replaced by a 
maintenance engineer due to an existing fault. 

The Quininup’s flight to Port Hedland was expected 
to take approximately 3 hours and 15 minutes. It 
was a hot day and there was a moderate amount of 
turbulence, which was not unusual for that time of 
the year. 

The flight proceeded on course for the first 3 hours, 
but as the plane began its descent to Port Hedland, 
the VH-RMQ suffered a catastrophic malfunction; 
the failure of the right-hand wing’s spar. Considered 
an aviation nightmare, this type of failure promised 
disaster as essentially the plane was without its 
right wing mid-flight!

Loss of the wing meant a total loss of control of 
the aircraft. The plane crashed on Indee Station and 
burst into flames, killing all 26 people aboard. Time 
of impact was approximated as 11.40 am.

THE END

Flight 1750
By TOM MùLLER   1968 Aircrashes 

8 April   UK, London Heathrow Airport: BOAC Boeing  
  707 G-ARWE, engine fire started just after takeoff;  
  after a successful emergency landing, fuel fire  
  increased; 5 people died, 117 survived

20 April   SOUTH AFRICA, Windhoek: South African plane  
  crashes; 129 people died

3 May   USA, Texas, Dawson: Braniff Lockheed Electra, not  
  explained mid-air explosion; all 88 people died

22 May   USA, California, Paramount: LA Airways   
  Sikorsky S-61 helicopter crashed en-route from  
  Disneyland heliport to LAX; all 23 people aboard died

9 August  GERMANY, Pfaffenhofen: a British Eagle Airways  
  Vickers Viscount 739A broke apart in-flight due to  
  structural failure; all 48 people aboard died.

11 september FRANCE, Nice: Air France Caravelle 

24 December USA, Pennsylvania, Bradford: Allegheny Airlines  
  Convair CV-580 crashed on landing in a snowstorm;  
  20 of the 37 people aboard died 

MMA Pilot's wings from 
the days of the Viscount. The 
crown shows that the airline 
carried royal mail.

vH-RMq ‘quININuP’ ON THE TARMAC, 1968 © MACRObERTsON MILLER AIRLINEs (MMA) 

fLIGHT GHOsT (2008) © TOM MÙLLER
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MECkERING quAkE HAvOC (2008) 
© MARTIN CHuRCHILL
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Meckering Quake Havoc
By  BRIAN CHURCHILL

Northam, WA

Monday 14th October should have been an ordinary 
work day, but for a public holiday making it a long 
weekend. As the day unfolded it became for many, myself 
included, far from ordinary. 

THAt DAy sHoUlD HAVe Been a lazy 
layabout one, we were not working and 
many people had left town. I had a lie in, 

finished breakfast and had made my way back to 
my room in the old Northam Pub. The pub had 
become home to some of us who were working on 
the new hospital contract. 
The morning was a sombre looking one, very grey 
and overcast and it felt like it was going to rain. I sat 
on the bed and looked out of the upstairs window 
over the canopy of a Cape Lilac.
Everything seemed unusually still, there was little 
noise. I did recall the cockerals were late in shutting 
up and were getting more and more frequent in their 
shouts. They were joined in their chorus by one 
or two dogs, barking increasingly as the morning 
progressed. Then... like the turning of a tap, silence. 
My room and bed began to shake and increased to 
a shudder. Most loose items crashed to the floor 
and the room seemed to close in, then out again. 
Everything happened so quickly, leaving little time 
to think, yet it seemed like an age in passing. 
When it had passed I noticed a few cracks had 
appeared high up in the corner of the room. I felt 
confused, nauseous and helpless. Other people 
could be heard moving around, just as confused 
and thinking that the old pub was coming down 
around our ears. Everyone was scurrying to make 
an exit. There was another little murmur. I made 
for the open window, sat on the sill then dropped 
into the branches of the tree and in seconds hit the 
gravel shaking.
A little time later we heard that Meckering, 35 km 
away was hit hard. We visited there a couple of 
days later. The force of the ‘quake had reduced it 
to rubble. It was amazing to hear that there were no 
casualties... perhaps the long weekend played a role 
in this, I dont know.
The hospital we worked on was completed and used 
for a number of years. There is now a fence around 
its perimeter; its structure unsound.       

THE END
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SHE WAS LAST SEEN on the esplanade. She 
walked into the ocean, fully dressed, counting 
backwards, tonguing her gums—her newly 

missing teeth—her bed unmade in the hotel. An 
hour before she was still ensnared in blankets. 

---
Waking in an unfamiliar bed, she has no memory. 
She is only body function. Remotely, she thinks she 
may die here, in this unseasonable heat. 

The hotel rises behind the gate like a molar cutting 
through a gum. 

Ice clatters as conveyed by glass to be drunk by 
this woman who is already drunk. She monopolises 
the telephone, to the irritation of the other guests: 
its pink cord and white numbers are wound and 
pinched by fingers with pink nails and white 
knuckles. The guests scowl at the woman behind 
their tourist brochures. Later, when questioned, 
their memories recall flecks of blue powder on a 
woollen jacket the colour of the sky, a powdered 
face floating above it like a fleshy cloud.

She listens to the busy signal until it gives up. In the 
hallway, as the door swings, the filament of a spent 
light globe rattles like a lonely thing. Grumbling, 
the guests leave in search of ice cream and photo 
opportunities. She dials again.

The porter is fascinated by this badly dressed 
woman. He spies on her and discovers that she 
has a number of unpleasant habits. She chews her 
cuticles, tearing off strips of skin which become 
embedded in the carpet beneath the phone. 

The woman is being blackmailed by a former lover. 
She arranges to meet him in the hotel so that he 
may have intercourse with her. The porter steers the 
man to her door. 

After the act, the man takes a pair of scissors, 
cuts the woman’s long, proud hair and leaves. He 
doesn’t hand her the incriminating documents as 
he promised, just leaves, her hair in his pocket, his 
semen congealing on her sheets. The porter wishes 
he only had the nerve. 

The room, the whole trip, is disappointing, a disaster. 
A guest introduces himself: a dentist. That evening 
she drinks even more and they fuck furtively in the 
vestibule when the other guests have gone to bed, 
presumably to fuck furtively also. She goes upstairs 
with the dentist, who is generous with drugs. She 
feels quite giddy at this new self that has emerged 
within the confines of the hotel. 

---
At the breakfast buffet, it’s the teenage boy’s job 
to refill the bread baskets, coffee pots, bain maries, 
and to do general cleaning. That morning, rather 
than scrub the shit-caked toilets adjoining the 
dining room, he drops fifty cent pieces into them. 
When he checks them throughout the breakfast 
service, the toilets are no cleaner but the money 
is gone. He spends five dollars in this experiment. 
In the restaurant, the guests tear at croissants with 
their fingers. 

The woman wakes from an anaesthetic sleep, alone, 
several of her teeth pulled. The dentist has checked 
out. In the throbbing haze of late morning she drifts 
to the water’s edge. She contemplates loud tourists 
with skin tinged roseate by unfamiliar sun, a blind 
horizon at her back.  

THE END

Missing, 
St Kilda 

By  THEA COSTANTINO

MIssING, sT kILdA 1968 (2008) © THEA COsTANTINO
© A&T vAN vEENENdAAL
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THERE IS ONLY ONE FUTURE OPEN to 
us: to live in the present.  And as the present 
consumes itself – as it does now, and now, 

and now – it turns life into discourse, existence 
into history. Thus the past is nothing but meaning 
born out of the ashes of the ‘now’ scattered over the 
indistinctiveness of time, like black type on a blank 
page, on this page.

Some of us argue that we are making history; a claim 
implicit in the many slogans shouted every day by 
the angry voices that resonate in the streets of Paris, 
Mexico City, Tokyo, San Francisco, Sydney, Rome 
and Sao Paolo. Yet how can we create history if the 
very meaning of our present is unknowable to us? 
The present or the event, which are the same thing, 
cannot know themselves simply because they are 
the matrix of meaning, the place in which meaning 
is forged. 

The present is unpresentable2 to itself, it cannot 
grasp or understand itself. Its meaning can only be 
presented by the future as a narrative of the past. 
And it will be us who write these histories when 
we will look back at this now from a different point 
in time. But it will also be our children, for whom 
these events will always only be stories endlessly 
told and re-told (this is the destiny of all mythical 
narratives).

The present can only be and only the present can 
be (the past is gone and the future yet to come). 
And yet the present itself does not exist: it is an 
abstraction, the infinitely small cross-road of past 
and future. The present is never present; it’s a 
convenient fiction to help us carry on living. 

All we have therefore is the present in time and as 
time, existence in history and as history. So, perhaps 
it is not us who make history but history that makes 

us (many argue this view with great force). But if 
history makes us what makes history, what drives 
it, gives it form and direction? the struggle to 
control the means of production? the evolution 
of Universal spirit? the progress of Reason? the 
endless maximising of the efficiency of techno-
economic systems?  If history has an end – an end 
which is not only a goal but also a conclusion – 
the meaning of the present is not to be found in a 
legible past, but in a foreseeable future; a future 
which is shaped by history’s progression towards 
its ultimate destination. 

Those who subscribe to this point of view, and 
there are many, believe they understand the present 
because they understand the future. And they 
struggle with great ferocity to claim, own and 
control such future, because when the ultimate goal 
of history is at stake all bets are off, all means are 
legitimate. 

It is not by chance that these events started in 
the universities, places poisoned by the hubristic 
compulsion to colonise meaning. There our 
movement found a perfect breathing ground, 
grew quickly and, equally rapidly, splintered into 
ever smaller and reciprocally hostile factions. The 
ideological wars between young revolutionaries 
became eerily reminiscent of traditional infights 
between squabbling academics.

But how will those who chain the present to a 
prophesised future be judged when their predictions 
fail to succeed (don’t they all)?  now they loudly 
announce the impending end of late capitalism. 
How do they know that capitalism is near its 
demise and not instead just at the beginning of 
its reign? or do they mean that capitalism is late 
because it is already dead but doesn’t know it: a 
zombie power structure that still leads the world 

Nobody says 
“We will breathe later” 

1

By MARCO MARCON

like El Cid’s cadaver strapped to his horse ahead 
of the spanish army? or maybe capitalism is late to 
its appointment with history, presumably reluctant 
to meet with its executioners.

Will the failure of our now to create the future 
it announces turn us into fools and deluded 
windbags? How will we live in this future that 
refuses to conform to the historical trajectory we 
have assigned to it? Will the tremendous intensity 
of our wrath and yearning, the absoluteness of our 
conviction – which is too strong for discourse – be 
laughed at, like the ranting of a juvenile?

Our beliefs, whose irresistible urgency spur us into 
action, precedes their discursive justification, the 
endless theorising and hair-splitting ideological 
diatribes. It does not follow it. We believe first, 
think later. our fight feeds on an ecstatic rage and 
furious yearning that leaves all discourse behind, 
forever struggling to draw near. A miraculous 
conjunction of politics, art, life-drives and 
eschatological yearnings sustain the absoluteness 
of our convictions (it came together very fast and 
just as fast it will dissipate, be sure of that). 

Something is happening, we feel it in our bones and 
see it in the surprised eyes of our enemies, who are 
astounded that the certainty of their power could 
be shaken so quickly and so intensely. Something 
has happened, but what? What will remain of our 
now once the streets are cleared of the makeshift 
barricades and the walls of the lecture halls cleaned 
of the graffitied slogans? 

Afterwards, for generations to come, people 
will keep interrogating these events, asking: 
what happened? Was it an evolution, the next 
step in history’s progression towards its goal; 
or a revolution, the violent bursting through the 
barriers that prevents such progression? or was it a 
revolution in the sense of a revolving, a turning point 
in history, a change of direction3 in history’s path? Can 
history change its path, can it, for instance, go back 
and re-trace its steps. Can the turn in fact be a re-
turn? All revolutions claim the right to start history 
anew while at the same time drawing inspiration 
from an idealised past: the Jacobins venerated 
Republican Rome, the Bolsheviks the Jacobins, us 
the Bolsheviks. We turn back as we move forwards. 
And undoubtedly the present, yet to come, will also 
search for itself and its future, in a past that is our 
present. 

THE END

1 Anonymous graffiti of the time. The tone, voice, stylistic register and 
lexicon of this short essay loosely mimic the style of many occasional 
texts produced in the heat of the 1968 upheaval.  Here, the idea of the 
‘now’ is implicitly associated with the philosophical idea of the ‘event’ 
as developed mainly by J.F. Lyotard in relation to Heidegger’s notion of 
‘Ereignis’. It should be noted that in France the 1968 uprising is often 
simply referred to as the “Eventments”, that is to say the quintessential 
‘event’.

2 In classical philosophy ‘presentation’ is a sensible mental image 
(either actually perceived, remembered or imagined) that gives concrete 
cognitive value to an abstract concept. 

3 This idea is partially indebted to the curatorial theme of the 2008 
Biennale of Sydney.
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Rallies ‘Erupt’, 
Following Script

But Occasionally Something 
Unscheduled Happens

By JOSEPH A. LOFTUS

Special to The New York Times

MIAMI BEACH, Aug. 7– Once at a national 
political convention, it is reported, there 
was a spontaneous demonstration, but 

the old-timer who remembers it could not be found 
tonight.

The prevailing guess at the Rockefeller headquarters 
was that floorshows that are supposed to erupt from 
nowhere to demonstrate popular enthusiasm for a 
candidate cost $2,000 and up, depending on how 
much spontaneity you want to buy.

A couple of arrests, beatings and evictions 
complained of by the Rockefeller people were not 
in the Rockefeller script.

They were the only spontaneous elements of the 
evening, although the Rockefeller people hinted in 
sinister tones, without actually accusing anyone, 
that the misfortunes that befell their people might 
have been in the Nixon script.

MODel leaDs ParaDe
The Rockefeller organization put over-all 
responsibility for their floorshow in the hands of 
Joseph Boyd, head advance man, who delegated the 
job to Jack McGrath, a young Wall Street lawyer 
and the staff rally expert.

Mr McGrath’s wife, Diane, a model, led the parade 
in a yellow minidress decked with “Rocky” in 
blue.

The Governor’s staff said all the demonstrators 

were volunteers except the Miami String Band, 
which performed in feathered butterfly wings 
reminiscent of Philadelphia’s new year’s Day 
Mummers’ parades.

The hallmark of the Rockefeller parade was the 
homemade touch in the 2,000 hand-painted signs. 
The Governor’s staff said the signs had been turned 
out by “Rockefeller kids” who call themselves The 
New Majority.

NixON DeMONstratiON
For the Nixon expression, John Niedecker, an 
experienced advance man, slipped into town about 
three weeks ago with his helium tanks for the 
balloon bombing. Boyd Gibbons, also from the 
Nixon staff, helped “Rally John,” as Mr Niedecker 
enjoys being called.

Mr. niedecker has made a fine art of balloon 
bombing. It calls for a pinpoint drop into a zone 
seized by friendly delegates, and it appeared that 
“Rally John” performed another successful mission 
tonight.

For music and entertainment the Nixon operatives 
produced an old-fashioned Southern street band, 
with a beribboned dancing Negro who performed 
like a throwback to minstrel days.

The decibel count appeared to favor the Rockefeller 
demonstration, possibly because mechanical 
whistles were added to the usual din.

The Rockefeller show apparently went beyond the 
20-minute limit, and when the chairman ordered the 
aisles cleared, at least one Rockefeller demonstrator 
went down with a uniformed deputy sergeant-at-
arms on top of him.

At the Americana Hotel, Leslie Slote, the Governor’s 
public relations chief, told newsmen that according 
to reports telephoned from the hall, two Rockefeller 
demonstrators had been arrested by Miami Beach 
police and about a half-dozen had been kicked and 
beaten by security people on the floor.

An hour later, Richard Weston, 26, of New York, 
a demonstration leader, returned to the Americana 
with testimony that at least one Rockefeller parader 
had been arrested and booked on assault and battery 
charges. He said Federal security men and uniformed 
guards had roughed up the demonstrators.

Mr. Weston came to the hall with cymbals to join 
the noisemaking but said he never got into the 
act because his credentials were seized and torn 
up. He complained that the Nixon demonstrators 
were passed into the hall perfunctorily but that his 
group’s credentials were closely examined. *

THE END

* JA Loftus, The New York Times, 8 August, 1968.
2008 © REbECCA bAuMANN
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bLACk fAx REvOLuTION (2008) © RIC sPENCER & PETER MCCAuGHEy

“THE RIOTS OF APRIL 4–8, 1968 devastated 
Washington, D.C. these days were marked 
by civil unrest in over 110 U.S. cities in the 

aftermath of the April 4 assassination of American 
Civil Rights Movement leader, Martin Luther King, 
Jr.

As word of King’s murder by James Earl Ray in 
Memphis, Tennessee, spread on the evening of 
Thursday, April 4, crowds began to gather at 14th 
and U streets NW. By 11pm, widespread looting 
had begun.

Crowds of as many as 20,000 overwhelmed the 
District’s 3,100-member police force, and President 
Lyndon B. Johnson dispatched some 13,600 federal 
troops, including 1,750 federalized members of 
the D.C. national Guard to assist them. Marines 

History 1968 Riots
mounted machine guns on the steps of the Capitol 
and army troops from the 3rd Infantry guarded 
the White House. At one point, on April 5, rioting 
reached within two blocks of the White House.

The military presence in Washington represented 
the largest occupation of any American city since 
the Civil War. Mayor Walter Washington imposed a 
curfew and banned the sale of alcohol and guns in 
the city. By the time the city was considered pacified 
on Sunday, April 8, twelve had been killed (mostly 
in burning homes), 1,097 injured, and over 6,100 
arrested. Additionally, some 1,200 buildings had 
been burned, including over 900 stores. Damages 
reached $27 million.”

THE END

© MR HENRy’s REsTAuRANT
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“n 1966 HenRy HIReD RoBeRtA FlACK, 
then a local music teacher, to sing in the pub. 
‘She told me that if I could give her work three 

nights a week, she could quit teaching.’ Ms. Flack’s 
hit songs include ‘Killing Me Softly With His Song’ 
and ‘The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face’.

Mr. Henry constructed an upstairs performance 
area especially for her, with its unforgettable 
church pew seating. People like Burt Bacharach, 
Al Hibbler, Carmen McRae, Kim Stanley, Eddie 

Mr. Henry’s Restaurant
Harris, Woody Allen, Bill Cosby, Ramsey Lewis, 
and Johnny Mathis were in regular attendance, 
to name but a few. Ms. Flack would often share 
her stage and her piano stool with them, and even 
found herself playing with Liberace one night!”

During the April ‘68 riots Mr Henry’s Restaurant 
was closed for business for the first time.

THE END

© MR HENRy’s REsTAuRANT

bLACk fAx REvOLuTION (2008) © RIC sPENCER & PETER MCCAuGHEy
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THROUGH THE WISPS OF FRAGRANT 
steam rising from my coffee cup, my eyes 
soften to the morning light filtering through 

the lounge room curtains. I part them briefly to see 
the battalion outside digging in to a rocky crevice. 
As I turn around, a teenage girl shuffles into my 
line of sight, obscuring my view of the television 
and the plush yellow couches as she hops forward 
on her left leg. I casually take note that the right 
is only a stump, crudely bandaged at the knee. I 
turn my back on her and make for the hallway as 
an anguished man hurries down the stairs with his 
wounded son drooped across both outstretched 
arms. In the kitchen, I push past a group of 
American GIs as they loudly interrogate a Vietcong 
prisoner, in English. Eventually I reach the sink full 
of dishes still waiting for me. I sigh as I turn on the 
hot tap and wash the remnants of last night’s meal 
down the drain. The water gurgles and swirls, as 
bodies broiling in the sticky fire of napalm quietly 
slip from my thoughts.

Home: The site where these images of violence 
and oppression coalesce with the mundane. This 
perpetual drudgery of housework punctuated by a 
remote sense of cruelty and the pangs of my own 
silent complicity. News reports and photographs of 
the last four years of our participation in this war in 
Vietnam and the deployment of our own conscripted 
young men are not so much a disruption of reality, 
but they compel an awakening to the world as it is. 
Here and now, I exist within a series of dualities. 
In this capitalist patriarchy, I understand that my 
comfort is afforded, in some part, at the needless 
expense of others. My relative powerlessness as 
a woman on the other hand, directly benefits the 
hegemony of men. These brick walls may keep me 
safe from harm, but they are also my prison. They 
frame the battleground upon which each Australian 
woman has necessarily stood to fight: To be counted, 
to be heard, to be acknowledged.

At War as at Home
By BeC DeAn

Perth 

Since 1829, when Helen Dance’s axe flew at the 
first tree to be felled in the colony of Perth, the 
white women of our culture made a tacit pact with 
violence. In the absence of a foundation stone, 
Mrs Dance was invoked to commemorate the 
establishment of the colony because of the things 
she represented: family, maternity and home. 
But what was performed was a symbolic act of 
severance and extrication that commenced in 
earnest as soon as the blade struck the pliant wood. 
Of the convicts that were brought to Australia, 
women were represented by no more than a ten 
percent minority, allowing misogyny to rule in the 
guise of brotherhood and mateship. Maternalism 
gave way to the instinct to survive and poor women 
were brutalised in the private realm of the home by 
men who were systematically brutalised in public. 
It is a measure of women’s fortitude and optimism 
that workers united around suffrage, arguing for 
electoral representation based on the values of 
motherhood, temperance and trust, achieving the 
right to vote in Western Australia just before the 
turn of the century. It should come as no surprise 
that the first woman to be elected into an Australian 
parliament was the daughter of a West Australian 
alcoholic who shot his wife dead in the family 
home.

It is time to shrug-off the patterns that have defined 
our place in this society. Edith Cowan, our first 
lady of politics, who blazed a trail for women in 
Australian public life is commemorated by a clock 
that ticks at the entrance to King’s Park overlooking 
the city. Her memory waits patiently for our action, 
surrounded by other memorials to male heroism 
and sacrifice. War comes and we fill the seats that 
their corpses leave empty. We duly give them back 
when other men return to take their place. We 
acquiesce. We insinuate ourselves into their world 
at a lower level. We take typing courses and learn 
dictation. We bat our eyelids and tilt our heads and 

giggle like coiffed primates before the alpha male. 
We are paid less for the same work. We are denied 
the opportunity for higher-paid work. We are paid 
nothing, least respect, for the work that we do in 
the home. But these domestic walls can no longer 
contain our struggle. We cannot afford to occupy 
positions that men allow us to take, for we simply 
become cogs in their mechanism of oppression. 

My eyes are opened and I let the phantoms of 
twisted ideology walk into my pleasant domestic 
vista. I see now, the social and economic reality that 
lies between my colour-coordinated Tupperware 
and a river of Vietnamese blood.

I open my cupboard and reach for a can of beans. I 
pull out a grenade.

THE END

*This text is a meditation on a series of rephotographed collages by 
American artist Martha Rosler called Bringing The War Home (1967-
72). They were made at the height of the Vietnam War and printed 
and disseminated as part of the protest movement at the time, but not 
exhibited in a gallery context until the 1990s. Other primary sources of 
information and the tone of the text come from The Real Matilda: Woman 
and Ideology in Australia – 1788 to the present, by Miriam Dixson (first 
published in 1976) and Germaine Greer’s The Female Eunuch (1970).

© bETTy CROCkER
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juAN CARLOs ONGANíA, 1968 (2008) © PILAR MATA duPONT

sINCE THE FALL OF THE JUAN PERóN 
government in 1955 a long period of political 
instability has taken over Argentina. Between 

1955 and 1966 the country has had six presidents of 
which only one was democratically elected. During 
this period, the army has had a strong influence 
over the politics of the country and despite elections 
taking place, they are marked by a considerable 
lack of legitimacy. 

The Hour of the Furnaces: 
Notes and Testimonies about 

Neocolonialism, Violence and Liberation
By  PIlAR MAtA DUPont

Argentina

General Juan Carlos Onganía Carballo, who came 
into office in 1966, rose to power as military 
dictator in a coup d’état, self-named Revolución 
Argentina (Argentinian Revolution). Unlike his 
immediate predecessors, who used their reign as 
transitional juntas, Onganía has begun developing 
a new political and social order opposed to liberal 
democracy and Communism. His policies take 
away the workers’ right to strike and freeze their 
wages.

encompassing interviews, cinema vérité, newsreels, 
sophisticated montage and even minimalism. 
Powerful in its message and aesthetic, the 
documentary is sectioned into three parts, with it’s 
most compelling moment at the film’s end; a two-
and-a-half minute shot of the dead Che Guevara’s 
face - to whom the film is dedicated. 

Another Argentinian hero, exiled President Juan 
Perón, also features in the documentary. The 
second section of the film begins with “Chronicle 
of Peronism” (1945-1955), focusing on Peronism 
between 1945 (when the Argentinean proletariat 
gained power through the figure of Perón) and 1955 
(when Perón was ousted by a reactionary coup). 
This part of the doco concludes with “Chronicle 
of Resistance” (1955-1966), documenting the 
strategies that the now-in-opposition Peronists 
assumed after the coup. Documentary makers, 
Solanas and Getino, intend to continue making 
films that examine Perón’s political program in a 
bid to return the populist leader to Argentina from 
Spain and have him reinstated as president for the 
third time.

La Hora has audiences talking, encouraging viewers 
to discuss the concepts and issues raised within 
the piece during periodic intervals throughout the 
film. Further afield there is also talk of students 
and workers uprising in the city of Córdoba, a city 
currently used by Onganía as an ‘experiment’ to 
test his new policies. At this point in Argentina’s 
history, the impact of this documentary, the recent 
death of Guevara in ‘67 and Onganía’s unpopular 
authoritarian rule may combine to explosive 
outcomes for the Argentinian people. 

THE END

THIS YEAR a three-part 
agitprop documentary entitled, 
La Hora de los Hornos: 

Notas y testimonios sobre el 
neocolonialismo, la violencia y 
la liberación (The Hour of the 
Furnaces: notes and testimonies 

about neocolonialism, violence and liberation) 
was released and screened clandestinely to 
sympathetic audiences of workers, anarchists and 
revolutionaries. Nearly 4½ hours long, La Hora 
is a covertly shot ‘guerrilla’ documentary made 
between 1966-68 that explores Argentina’s history, 
examining its social upheaval, racism, native 
massacres, unstable political situation and the 
possibility of revolutionary rebellion. 

Collectively-produced by Fernando (Pino) Solanas 
and his co-writer Octavio Getino, La Hora uses 
a varied catalogue of aesthetic approaches, 
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THE LAST LONELY WISPS OF SMOKE 
curl and rise from the disarming peace in 
Mexico’s La Plaza de las Tres Culturas at 

Tlatelolco.
Amongst the rubble and bodies, little is seen or 
heard, the last of the “agitators” have been hauled 
off in trucks and the few remaining soldiers smoke 
quietly, waiting for the clean up teams to come in 
and remove the remaining corpses. 
suddenly, swiftly, barely noticable, a figure 
emerges in a blur, hopping almost invisbly 
from body to body and is gone. A trick of the 
light? An imagined phantom? no-one in the plaza 
seems to have noticed and the only proof that this 
event was not a figment of one’s imagination is that 
now the placards and tools of revolution carried by 
some of the deceased activists have mysteriously 
disappeared.
Is there anything remarkable about this observation? 
A souvenier hunter, perhaps a thief, come for the 
spoils in the wake of disaster?

in the Blood Of Every uprising
Columbia University in April. Rage, youth and 
blood fill the air as a rain of violence and arrests 
brings to an end the student occupation of campus 
buildings. There is emptiness where moments ago 
revolt burst from the doors and only bewildered 
onlookers remain after the removal of the arrested 
and the injured. 
 Yet is there a shadow in the window of the 
supposedly deserted Low Library? Copies of the 

red covered publication “Why We Strike” and SDS 
badges that once littered the aftermath seem to have 
gone. If anybody notices only a few speak of it (and 
they do so in a whisper).
Perhaps those who were in London in March, as 
mounted police penned in and charged at anti-
war demonstrators, could have told the students at 
Columbia that they too had noticed these strange 
“collectors”. Or at least they thought they did.
So too did students in Paris who set the streets 
ablaze in May and emblazoned the walls of the city 
with their political messages. These paper weapons 
of revolt seemed to appear and disappear at times 
and places unknown to those who considered 
themselves the instigators of these actions.
 It happened in March in Rome and Warsaw. It 
happened in Baltimore and Washington after the 
bloodthirsty riots that responded to the shooting 

of Martin Luther King. It happened in Chicago at 
the Democratic National Convention as police took 
truncheons to heads, amongst cries of “The whole world 
is watching”. 
So too, apparently, is somebody else.

Archeologists Of Revolt
1968 is a dangerous year. The whole world is 
burning. We can never hope to predict the impact 
that this worldwide movement will have on the 
future, but one thing’s for sure - it’s being recorded. 
If anybody knows by whom, they’re not talking. 
If anybody know for what purpose, they dare not 
announce it. 
Those who may know and those who may not, speak 
of bunkers around the world. Nerve centres where 
every conceivable form of human record keeping and 
surveillance is piling up, observing and recording 
the events of uprising as they occur in almost every 
country from America to Germany, from England 
to Japan.  Around the globe technology whirs and 
clicks. These events and those who would seek 
to observe them rise above culture and language 
and geography. Any and all means of recording, 
transmitting and communicating are being used. 
The universal language of art has become the 
tongue that speaks for the world’s people as they 
shake and rage to break shackles they can abide 
no longer. Strange objects appear and disappear 
across national boundaries with no cause save 
that of revolution. Any kind of revolution. Paper, 
rugs, photographs, porcelain jugs - time after time 

like the rugs, these porcelain pieces seem to be 
used either as a means of trade throughout the 
revolutionary underground or as a coded message 
system. 

these seemingly innocuous items turn up at just the 
right place or at just the right time. Are they hidden 
codes? Are the simple objects of trade? Who is 
making them and who is collecting all that is made? 
And most importantly - why?

Organisation Or imagination?
No-one yet seems to know if these seemingly 
coincidental rumours are even indeed part of one 
great whole. If they are, do they seek to propel these 
revolutions? Or are they - as some have suggested 
- monitoring the barricades as they wait to quash 
the spirit of freedom engulfing the world? Are they 
funding the fight? Are they engaged at all, or are 
they simple observers whose aim is to capture the 
tumult that shakes the earth at this brief moment in 
history?
 Perhaps some day, when you least expect it, 
in some place you could never have dreamed, you 
will stumble upon the truth. Perhaps you will find 
a room, covered in maps and machinery. Perhaps 
all the records and surveillance will capture the 
violence and force of thought that this, the year 
of our lord 1968, has born throughout the planet. 
Perhaps you will find them planning. Perhaps you 
will find them observing. Perhaps you will never 
find them at all. 

THE END

The Whole World 
is Watching

tHE REVOlutiON MADE ONE

by ERICAAMERICA

Brushes and paint eschew the limitations of 
language. Yet none will say whose language 
they have taken up. 

images that speak of nothing but revolution 
for revolutions sake, act as both instigator 
and mirror of a world in turmoil. 
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NObEL PEACE (2008) © TOM MÙLLER

1968 (December) Nobel Prize Winners, left to right: 
Har Gobind Khorana, Robert W. Holley, Luis Walter 
Alvarez, Marshall Nirenberg, Lars Onsager, Yasunari 
Kawabata.
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I             SEE THrEE doCTorS - a physician, a psychiatrist, a physicist.  They are 
equally concerned for my well being and equally unhelpful in actually sorting shit 
out for me.  

Part of the problem is that they don’t fully believe or fully disbelieve my complaints.  
Session after session, I pile them up with my maladies and I can see that they want to 
believe, truly, desperately even, want to believe, but then, as ever, they fall away from 
me and start to talk about displacements and condensations - reasons why “I might 
believe what I believe”.    

POsTER #1 (2008) © bEN RIdING

The Rock of 
Middle Age

My three friends look through my skirts.  Their backs arch and open greedy man-
yawns.  They pull on their cigars - a surprise November present from the Americas 
- grin yellow smoky toothed puffs.  

Me and them, it’s complicated.  I hover, relishing the fact that if my spectacle wasn’t 
equally scientific in form something rather like trouble would ensue.    

I ask my man Jenkins if he would be so kind, and lo he is so kind, to mildly reveal a 
coffin-shaped aluminium box, topped with a thread of titanium antenna.  It is almost 
white.  

Arse-tounding!  Their voices bang against my chest.  

I am dark wooden surfaces and lumpen artefacts.

My thing is that I live across history and across places.  Basically, I flick from life to 
life and the “I” I identify with only feels a slight sense of displacement when I move 
because the “I” that I have joined was there all along doing its/my own thing.  There 
is a slight amplification of purpose when I -“I”- we conjoin, but that soon dies down 
and life is regular for the one and both of us.  It is not a matter of moving into different 
identities, but a matter of living numerous lives simultaneously.  And no, I have no 
problem at all keeping track of them.  No one has to keep a track of their life do they?  
I am I.  It just so happens I am also I and I and I... and “I”…  And naturally there is no 
dominant I because if there was there would be only one I and some mere host-bodies.  
It is not like that.  An I from one, let us call them zones, will flip into another and so it 
is my sense, though I find it hard to talk about this actually, that in a way all of these 
I’s are functionally independent.  I can see and perceive all at once and each only at 
the same time.  one way of putting it is like I am God of myself and myself is a bunch 
of folks and, therefore, and not to brag, I am God in a pretty large sense.  
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And then, but what prey Sir – the sir extended as long as possible till it becomes an 
actual advance – are we to presume this does, or is it mere decoration, well, decoration, 
such as yourself sir? the sir shortened this time, but echoing with the first use, and so, 
strangely doubly long, doubly feminising.  I say it is precisely as we read in that chap’s 
book where a machine is devised and that machine is a machine of transportation of 
the body through time.  

Their – my three male acquaintances’ – brown tongues arrive at their incisors like the 
incoming tide and I smile back at them, lost in their hideous oceany glottal equinity.  
They have no idea how many times I have stood before them in this way, making 
tortured lists of words to describe them as their response trims from hilarity to awe 
into fear.  

They are newborns, married to the instant.  And so, I love this like it is a real power, 
watching them afresh, agog, so surprised by life’s turns at the exact moment I prove I 
am not one of their kind, that we occupy different dimensions.

Some days, especially when I haven’t been following my low-GI diet, it makes me 
wonder if I’m some kind of sub-God of God or whether I am pre-God and that the 
“I”s I move in and out of are the start of my moving in and out of the whole entirety 
of humanity.  This inkling makes me uneasy because then no one will understand me 
ever.  I will be totally on my own and abandoned because the sense I have of myself 
will not be properly understood by anyone because they cannot be in the million 
places. I will not be all powerful, I will be all depleted. And yet I will still have to pay 
my therapy bills!            

We flicker away.  there is smoke.  there is neon afterglow.  

Jenkins’ breath is against my neck, my hair moist from it, my stomach sliding against 
my vertebrae.  I am in shock.  Like always.  I shouldn’t expect myself to keep track 
of this gap: there is still no language to discuss the slippage between physics and 
capital, between the particle and the globe, the atom and the ego, that makes this feat 
possible.  

Wood.  

Fire.  

Guns on the table.  

Unbearably prim narrative voices.  

Skies with clouds.  

Streets with tanks.  

No one for miles.  

Crowds screaming and running for their lives.  

Small books in pockets.  

Kobe.  

Prague.  

Meckering.  

China in the abstract.  

China as a theory.  

The banlieue burning.  

Can’t tell myself from the weather.  My eyes open and accommodate places and 
distances in a purely visual, entirely non-somatic manner.  I find myself wearing a 
t-shirt and jeans and sunglasses and flat sneakers and am completely drunk from the 
sudden politics of my attire.  

The only hotel in Meckering has a room.  The guy looks at us like we’re burn patients.  
The wheat belt says hi.  The pub is open but we stay in the room all day.  A man with 
a thin neck opens the door and walks in.  He explains the procedure.  I could not 
tell whether it was metaphorical or not.  It involved my ear being on the ground and 
Jenkins moving in the background laying some wire over the ground.   Sure, we’d 
done this before.  The man with the thin neck is no more than an organ of the narrative.  
the radio is silent.  the cricket is over.  the weapons are on the floor of the car.   I 
am sweating.  

I am not sure if my personal failure to break-through my problem with my doctors 
is the equivalent of a social torpor (and I should really stop trying to intellectualise 
all my issues) but I believe the reason why I am sweating into my silk shirt is that the 
revolution we bring will not break and it is both a sweat of fear and futility therefore.  
So, the revolution we bring is pure fashion, the European political unconscious slides 
off the surface of hotel walls and is pissed into the sink in pubs before last drinks as a 
lurid sign of mateship’s taciturn and sullen unwillingness to surrender.              

My heart isn’t in it and why should it be?  I have been in both real and training 
analyses and have looked out my Paris window and seen the students in their striped 
t-shirts and tight jeans and decided that that was their business.  I did not take to the 
streets.  I was quiet and continued looking out my window in order to count Oedipal 
complexes.  I ran out of fingers and toes.  

In the small case that comes with me everywhere I go is a photo of me on a boat and 
Philip is with me and he has written a new novel, The New Novel.  I am wearing a 
dress. My hair is pulled back.  I am thinking about the semiotic imaginary.  Much of 
what goes on in my life is enacted in this vague and watery and compelling place.  

I have read a little about this history and understand that this place we are in at the 
moment is defined by the hegemony, the lived consensus, the agreement that all is well 
and happy and good, is felt and breathed and that our unconscious is structured by 
this to the point that the real world is simply a mirror of our joy.  This is probably why 
drug culture never took off here.     

Not that I feel I must defend my position but I do not consider the concept of the 
streets to be in any way sustainable over the long-term – the street arranging itself in 
opposition to the home, the university, the bank, the assembly.  The streets exist only 
as ruptures in certain moments before being subsumed by the polis and the dullest of 
the cultural imaginary, which is to say no imaginary at all except that of repressive 
regime of the civil society.  

Instead of the street there is the road.  If the street is a manifestation of agitated 
closeness, of peer to peer and peer to enemy, the road is more simply the distance 
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POsTER #2 (2008) © bEN RIdING

between people.  The street is always full. The road is always empty.  Even when there 
are other cars on it, emptiness is its centre, its core.  

Structuralism failed according to the logic and the demands of the streets.  It survived/
survives on the road because the relation between units could/can be understood 
because they were/are more stylised and more simplified.  The binary, the relation of 
sign to signifier, or how things are properly systemised, is held fast by the road.  It is 
its very function and it is what makes the engines work.  It turns people into hunters, 
predators.  It turns people into engines of emotion revving in too high a gear, trying to 
move furiously – haunted, ambushed, over-fuelled.    

one thing I do is put a lot of salt on my food.  I mean a lot, okay.  I am trying to find 
other ways of stabilising myself. I think that the flipping in and out of time-zones 
takes away some aspect of my electrolyte balance.  Now, I am not saying salt is an 
electrolyte (though maybe it is) but it feels connected, it feels necessary.  

I figure that just maybe if I swim in the ocean long enough I will absorb enough salt 
through my skin.  I convince Jenkins, who offers no opinion one way or the other, to 
drive as far as we can west, to the sea.  

He plays in the shallows, watching the car keys.  

Jenkins might be my father, but he has no face, no real shape except human-shaped, 
that I could describe if he were to go missing.  

He never answers my letters. 

He might be a male version of one of those adult doll things that the Japanese like.  
That might be why my arms hurt, because I am carrying this thing around with all the 
time.  Except I see him move on his own.  

He carries weapons.  

He notes things down.  

He nods his head. 

He drinks beer. 

His moustache grows and I have seen him trim it in the small mirror of my Chiswick 
apartment.    

Teenagers are drinking and screaming.  I swim out deep. I can hear them underwater.  
Good for them.  Later on they will hitch rides and make minor storms.    

There is a party in a white house a few streets back. It’s for F. He is turning forty 
tomorrow.  Even without the candles I can tell it, I see it in his neck when he turns 
away from me and says something to one of his kids, I forget which one.  A slackening 
of the skin, it doesn’t bounce back.  I notice this with a tenderness that surprises me.  

I love these incidents, because as I flip in and out of scenarios it is the names and 
the details that I forget.  I have become, am, a ridiculous generalist.  As I float and 
diminish across time my sense is that I am diminishing while everyone is becoming 
more human, softer, quieter – which is what it is to age properly.  What I also know is 
that time differentials are not particular.  Forty years does the same things to everyone.  
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As usual, then, this forty years has been hard and easy and kind and brutal to everyone.  
It’s stupid but I want to cry.  I am not upset, just moved by all the things that they are 
going through even if it is not anything that is bad.  It is the activity of going through 
and not going back that is important, to live one life from start to finish, that I find so 
impossibly exciting, and so impossibly remote.  

Jenkins drives back east and it is night and the moon follows us like the moon does in 
the northern hemisphere as much as the southern.  

I have my notebook on my lap and write down what I consider to be theory and I 
cannot see my fingers or feel my hand so I do not know if my ideas will come out or 
if all I am doing is making unintelligible scrawls and not signifiers.  

It’s day, it’s hot. I brush the flies away.  We stand under an awning.  Farmers, or folks 
we take as being farmers, drive by and look at us.  It’s creepy.  But one thing I do love 
is how everyone apologises for every damned thing.  It’s exquisite.  It’s an ethics, a 
philosophy of non-being.    

We skip breakfast and pile the sawn-offs into the boot.  Jenkins swings out of the car 
park.  He throws a tin out the window.  He got himself tanked ‘cause he knew what 
was coming.  He is driving too slowly. I am in the backseat.  Got a grenade in my 
hand.  My head is between my knees, oh but fuck it’s too soon.  I jerk up and pull the 
pin and shit myself and realise I have opened a can of diet coke.  It spills over my 
leg.  I look around, sweat dripping in my eyes.  A farmer looks at me like I am the 
poltergeist.  

Yes, right now, the earth starts shaking.  The farmer is gone, discofuckingpeered.  The 
car drives into the earth that has flipped up and asked for it.  I am out the back window, 
again.  

That scenario is why I sought help.  The going through it again and again is too much, 
and, remember, it is just one of the lives and shifting lives I am going through at any 
one time.  But this, this is the most vivid, to find myself in ugly, brightest, brokenest, 
dullest, Meckering, in 1968, when the earthquake happened outside of Perth, and 
to see this guy, this heavy, lumpen companion of mine, die and die and die, it is too 
much. 

Jenkins is jammed between the plates as the ground splits and friction shifts into 
another gear.  I see the horror in his eyes, not of what he is feeling this time but what 
he will feel again and again and again.  Yeah, whatever, we’ve talked about it okay, 
I’m not like filling in the gaps or anything.  It’s as brutal for me as him.  so, you know, 
I reach toward him but not in a sense in which I could do anything because we both 
know it is hopeless and so his irritation is only natural.  He brushes me off rudely.   

oh fuck, why can’t he just take it?  

Jenkins has no eyes, or maybe that was implied when I said he had no face.    

I run away, half-heartedly screaming.  I sit down on a rock and light up a smoke and 
the sun is hot and people are rushing out of homes and hotels and shops and asking 
each other what happened. Families are driving in with cameras already, seemingly 
confident things have settled down.  

I replay the story to my doctors and I completely get that the cultural and political 
revolutions of the northern hemisphere at this time of my life were met with a simple 

shifting of the ground in the southern.  Culture and politics were answered by the 
random, mute forces of geology. The earth split and people came and watched. It was 
a spectacle like all spectacles around the world at that time, but it was a spectacle of 
defeat.  

There is no way to engage with an earthquake. It is not a rallying moment.  There is 
no libido, no fire.  It is blank and frightening and deathly and that is all.  It is looked 
back on simply because of what it was not, a fevered chance for a new tomorrow as 
hopeless and ill-intentioned as those pleas mostly are, but hopeful nonetheless.  

But why should I care about that?  I don’t.  

I do care about the diet coke.  It should not be there.  It makes me wonder whether I 
am telling myself the truth and whether what I am seeing again and again is a kind 
of hideous repeating hallucination, of the same sort that that/this place is held by and 
enthralled by.   

I mention this theory to my doctors one by one and each simply sits back and grins 
their yellowy tooth grins and tugs on their waxy moustaches and says, well, how do I 
feel about it?  When they breathe out smoke fills the room.  They unnerve me, the way 
they eye me over, top to bottom, as if it has something to do with the clinical operation 
of their intellect.  What am I meant to say?    

Each, however, at one time or other has basically said that this scenario might be 
understood in Freudian terms – that we repeat in order to forget and all that, and 
that repetition is enacted in order to master a situation we feel is too traumatic for 
us to deal with properly.  To repeat, my scenario replays the triumph of geology and 
geography over culture and the will-to-burn. They complicate things by saying this 
could either freak me out or that, on the flipside, I could want it, to be nullified by 
the forces of nature.  And that is why I go back in time, to demolish myself, to ruin 
myself.  

If this is the case they say maybe I am Jenkins.  But I have eyes!  And besides Jenkins 
is waiting in the lobby and they have said hello to him when I left him behind to enter 
their chambers!   

They have obviously also posited that this is all simply a mid-life crisis; an equivalent 
of being trapped and unable to get out of the flow of life and so I create a fantasy set 
in the year of my birth that reflects my desire to be in a thousand places and times 
at once as well as the horror of this movement bringing me smack bang back to the 
worse place imaginable, a painful grinding, fully geological place with no lightness, 
no escape, no possibility of connecting and making any kind of getaway.  

I don’t really want to say any more about it than that.  

Robert
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bORN 68 – PART ONE (wHITMAN) (2008) © bENNETT MILLER
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ON 2 OCTOBER, 1968 THE FRENCH 
artist, Marcel Duchamp, died at the age 
of 81. Renowned for his ready-mades 

and involvement in the European Surrealist and 
new york Dadaist movements, Duchamp is best 
remembered for his questioning of artistic processes 
and art marketing. Duchamp’s Nude descending a 
Staircase, No. 2 (1912), Bicycle Wheel (1912) and 
Fountain  (1917) exist today as iconic works of the 
twentieth century. 

Duchamp’s creation of the société Anonyme in 
1920, along with Katherine Dreier and Man Ray, is 
also significant. the formation of this group marked 
the beginning of his life-long involvement in art 
dealing and collecting, which was to be followed 
by modern art collectors and museums seeking his 
advice in a way that helped shape the tastes of the 
Western art world.

Duchamp’s last major work was considered to be The 
Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (The 
Large Glass) (1915-23). However, upon the artist’s 
death a new, ‘secret’ work has been revealed. Etant 
donnés: 1° la chute d’eau / 2° le gaz d’éclairage 
(1946-1966) is a tableau, visible only through a 
peep hole in a wooden door, of a nude woman lying 
on her back with her face hidden and legs spread, 
holding a gas lamp in the air in one hand against a 
landscape backdrop. Translated in English as The 
Given, The Waterfall or The Illuminating Gas, this 
work has surprised an art world that believed the 
artist had given up art for chess 25 years earlier!

Duchamp 
dies at 81

By MATTHEW J. HUNT
New York

THE ENd Of THE wORLd As wE kNOw IT (2008) © MATTHEw HuNT
PHOTOGRAPH: kATE MCMILLAN

On the occasion of the artist’s death, the 
Foundation Duchamp has decided to release ten 
previously unreported title variations for this last 
major work by the late, great Marcel Duchamp.

1. The King Is dead Long Live The King
2. Post Everything
3. out of Fashion And out of Time
4. The Never Ending death Waterfall
5. France Is My only True Love
6. True Gold Teeny
7. The Human Lamp & The Torch Bearer
8. Silent Shop Windows
9. A Question of Genealogy
10. Like Circumstantial Evidence
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On 15 sePteMBeR 1968, Mies van 
der Rohe’s long anticipated Neue 
Nationalgalerie opened in Berlin to great 

fanfare. Heavily referencing his earlier unrealised 
plans for the Barcardi Headquarters in Santiago, 
Cuba, this archetypal building stands as the 
embodiment of the formidable International Style; 
an icon to be revered by future generations to come. 

Comprising an upper pavilion of monumental 
steel columns, a cantilevered roof plane and glass 
enclosure, this simple square box is a powerful 
expression of Mies’ ideas about flexible interior 
space, defined by transparent walls and supported 
by an external structural frame. 

The pavilion itself is a relatively small portion 
of the overall building and serves as a symbolic 
architectural entry point and monumental gallery 
for larger scale art. Below, a large podium building 
accommodates most of the Gallery’s actual 
collection, support and utilitarian rooms.

In the neue nationalgalerie, Mies has finally 
realised his desire to transfer the harmonious laws 
of nature to visible architecture and its scale and 
proportions. It seems, however, that despite his best 
attempts at balance, nature may just win out! 

When exposed to the large differences in interior 
and exterior climates caused by Berlin’s seasonal 
temperatures and the climate control needs of the ANOTHER GROuP Of dETRACTORs: CuLTuRAL POLITICs wORkING GROuP, fLIER dIsTRIbuTEd 

ON THE OCCAsION Of THE OPENING Of THE NEuE NATIONALGALERIE, 15 sEPTEMbER, 1968.

wOLf vOsTELL, fLIER ANNOuNCING HIs “PROPOsAL fOR AN ExTENsION 
Of THE MusEuM fOR THE TwENTEITH CENTuRy”, 1968.

Neue Nationalgalerie
By  HANNAH MATHEWS

Berlin

(English translation)
To help clarify the situation of the 
museum and hence the situation of 
art.

The authors agree that the museum 
in its present form represents an 
anachronism! They agree that art 
in museums is domesticated and 
rendered ineffectual.

Art is political.

It can affirm and strengthen the 
existing society, and it can question 
the existing society and contribute to 
changing it.

Preserving art in a museum 
strips it of any progressive social 
effectiveness.

Cultural Politics Study Group

art collection, Mies’ monumental steel-and-glass 
construction fogs up. As the outside temperatures 
drop, the increasing humidity within the building 
causes its glass panes to form condensation, 
transforming the floating pavilion into a foggy 
vessel of superb proportions. 

As all great architects, Mies has his supporters and 
detractors. Denied entry to the opening festivities, 
some young protesters on the Landwehrkanal laid 
the cornerstone for what they hope will be the 
next Mies van der Rohe building in Berlin. The 
protesters want to rebuild the monument to Rosa 
Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht on this historic 
site, the very site of the monument built by Mies 
in 1926, and later torn down by the Nazis. Others, 
such as Fluxus artist Wolf Vostell, announced his 
own proposal for an extension to the Gallery: the 
installation of an oversized food processor on the 
roof of the exhibition hall.

THE END
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This year has been a year of commemorating 
radical and significant world events and 
actions that took place in 1968. Indeed, the 

memorials surrounding the events of 1968 have 
also led us to looking back at what has taken place 
over the past 40 years.

There is a certain melancholy in the present moment 
– evident in recent exhibitions such as After 
Nature, New Museum, and in Daniel Birnbaum’s 
forthcoming Torino Triennale, 50 Moons of 
Saturn – suggesting that we might be in a time 
of disillusionment, introspection and transition, 
perhaps heralding significant change. From rising 
temperatures and sea levels, to falling markets and 
economies, and, most significantly, the anxious 
wait to see if that great empire – The United States 
of America – is capable of creating the change we 
need most.

In contemporary art, the focus has been on 
revolution, the ephemeral, feminism and nature. 
At the same time, and for the last couple of years, 
art theory and criticism has been obsessed with 
the market’s dominance, the rise of the art fair, 
and commercial art’s power. In response, a return 
to ephemeral, momentary ‘happenings’, transient 
experience and performance has been more 
prominent, suggesting at least the motivations 
behind Land Art of the ‘70s.

Currently the world equity markets dominate our 
news, as theorists speculate about the extent of 
a forthcoming ‘recession’ and recall the Great 
Depression. At the same time Damien Hirst’s 
Sotheby’s auction of 15 September, a day before 
the market crashed, triumphed. 

Forty years ago two events took place that had a 
profound effect on Andy Warhol, and the culture 
at large. The first was that on 3 June, 1968 Andy 
Warhol was shot by Valerie Solanis. The event 
would come to be understood as the fundamental 
shift in Warhol’s life and career, perhaps best 

“In the Future…”
By tAnIA DoRoPoUlos

described by Warhol himself when he remarked: 
“Before I was shot, I always thought I was more 
half-there than all-there – I always suspected that I 
was watching TV instead of living life”.1 Historians 
and critics have since used this moment as a marker 
for ‘before’ and ‘after’. For Warhol, the shooting 
instigated a decision to move wholeheartedly from 
the experimental nature of being an ‘artist’, to the 
strategic ambition of being a ‘business artist’.

For the public, however, the moment of 1968 that 
would have long lasting affect was the famous 
statement that in the future everybody will be 
famous for fifteen minutes – quoted in the exhibition 
catalogue of Warhol’s first major exhibition in 
Europe, at the Moderna Museet in Stockholm. 
When we consider the dominance of reality 
television, youtube and user generated Internet 
content, the ‘Idol’ pop star factory, its counterpart 
in dance, and the celebrity of Paris Hilton, we see 
ourselves living in Warhol’s glamorous future, for 
“our’s is the age of Warhol”.2

Both the shooting and the proclamation are 
inextricably linked through Warhol’s influence 
over the culture at large. However, it was Warhol’s 
understanding of the profound shift in the way 
artists and galleries negotiated the ‘business’ of 
contemporary art that is most relevant here.

While recovering in hospital, not long after The 
Factory had moved into new (and more office-like) 
premises, Warhol realised that the production of his 
work was being maintained despite his absence. 
The structure of his art business, and the resulting 
transformation of Warhol into a ‘brand’, paved 
the way for artists such as Jeff Koons and Damien 
Hirst.

Since Warhol, an artist’s desire for celebrity-like 
fame and financial success is accepted as a given. 
The phenomenon of the burgeoning auction market 
has played out the Warholian principle that art is 
(and should be) a marketable commodity, no 

different from stock and bonds. Young artists aspire 
now, unselfconsciously, to career trajectories and 
market ready art. Further, leading art world figures 
like Charles Saatchi and Jay Jopling utilise Warhol’s 
art-business model for their own galleries. “One of 
the things that Warhol understood that a lot of great 
business people understand is that you can’t lead 
in America. You can’t get up in front with a flag 
and make people go anywhere. What you do is you 
move to the edge, declare that the centre and then 
let everybody reorganise the world around you. 
And in a sense that’s what Warhol did. He created 
a centre that was on the edge.” (Dave Hickey).3 
For many successful art figures this re-routing of 
an avant garde phenomenon into a career strategy 
has enabled them to remain at the forefront of our 
industry. And in a response not dissimilar to that of 
Andy Warhol, with awe and scepticism.

Commenting on Warhol’s determination to end 
his career as a ‘business artist’, Thierry De Duve 
remarks: “Which is what he did, yet not without 
having slipped in between his career in the 50s as 
an advertising designer and his career in the 70s as 
a go-between in the culture industry, a dazzling and 
prolific career as artist.”4 This observation offers 
an insight into widespread criticism of the rise and 
rise of the young artist’s primary market value, 
developed essentially through the art fairs, and 
especially the young art fairs that present young 
galleries representing young artists.

Artists still do not achieve wealth and fame by 
simply desiring it, regardless of how driven and 
strategic they are. I would like to think that artists 
achieve wealth and fame by first being great artists. 
Perhaps this is the most telling argument in the 
context of the present crisis. When the economy is 
unstable, and conversations recount the closure of 
many Australian galleries during the last recession 
of the 90s, it might be time for artists to withdraw 
to their studios, for contemplation, before the next 
move forward.

THE END

1 Andy Warhol, The Philosophy of Andy Warhol (From A to B and Back 
Again), Penguin Books, 2007, p. 91.

2 Arthur C. Danto, “Andy Warhol,” The Nation (3 April, 1989), pp. 
458–61, reprinted in Dia’s Andy, Dia Art Foundation, New York, 2005, 
pp. 22–23. Danto finishes his article: “The late works escapes me, but 
here is a prediction: When the final multivolume Popular History of Art 
is published, ours will be the age of Warhol – an unlikely giant, but a 
giant nonetheless”.

3 Dave Hickey in Andy Warhol, A Documentary Film, Dir. Ric Burns, 
2006.

4 Thierry de Duve, trans. Rosalind Krauss, “Andy Warhol: The Machine 
Perfected”, October, vol. 48 (Spring, 1989), pp. 3–14.
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bARbARELLAs (2008) © PILAR MATA duPONT & TARRyN GILL. PHOTOGRAPH: kIM TRAN

National Graphic Pictures Presents a Heart of Gold production, 
Tarryn Gill and Pilar Mata Dupont in “Barbarellas” starring James Hensby

Music by Michael Degrussa

PG Parental guidance recommended
all           material              suitable               for             parents

DonAlD JUDD recently purchased 101 
spring street for $68,000, a five-storey, 
1870 cast-iron building designed by 

Nicholas Whyte, with two basement levels. The 
building – originally a garment factory – fills a 22.9 
x 7.6m lot at the corner of Mercer Street, in the then 
quiet neighbourhood of SoHo. 

After removing extensive debris and added partitions 
throughout, and assigning specific functions to 
each floor, Judd slowly began to renovate. Both 
this renovation and the installation of his works 
and those of his contemporaries contribute to his 
developing ideas on large-scale work, installation 
and architecture. the ground floor is used for looking 
at new work and showing the work of other artists; 

2008 © sHANNON LyONs

Of Specific Time and Space
WInteR 1968: Donald Judd

the second floor for cooking and eating; the third 
as a studio. the fourth floor has wide, pine planks 
installed as both floor and ceiling, and serves as a 
formal dining room; the fifth floor is a bedroom. the 
second floor has a mural by David novros on one 
wall, while the fifth floor is dominated by a barrier 
piece of almost 21.5m with red and blue fluorescent 
lights by Flavin. Judd’s work is also displayed, along 
with pieces by Chamberlain, Oldenburg, Reinhardt, 
Samaras, Stella and H. C. Westermann. Eighteenth 
and nineteenth-century furniture is mixed with 
twentieth-century modernist pieces by Alvar Aalto 
and Gerrit Rietveld, along with furniture designed 
by Judd himself.*

* N. Serota, ed, Donald Judd,  Tate Gallery Publishing Limited, London, 

2004  pp. 253-4.
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YOU’LL JUST HAVE TO IMAGINE the 
headache. Last night was the closing party 
up here in Sin City for the second stage 

of the show that everyone is still arguing about 
(goddamit!), namely The Field. The piss-up I’m 
recovering from ended up at Kim Bonython’s 
huge newish gallery in the Cross, just down from 
sprawling studio terraces in Victoria St occupied by 
many an abstract artist over this last decade. So, 
in this awful hung-over dawn, this head-thumping 
floor-mouthed break of day, the time seems right to 
ask ‘just what the fuck is this all about?’

First and foremost, it’s necessary to kybosh the 
idea that these guys are the first artists in Australia 
to have explored such areas of painterly pursuit. 
They’re not and anyone whose been around as long 
as me will recognise the folly of such a position. 
But it is true that within all this tumult there is most 
definitely a genuine excitement here which crosses 
even more boundaries that Bernard Smith and co. 
so ham-fistedly attempted back in ’59 with their 
ill-conceived Antipodean exhibition and associated 
manifesto. Remember that, my learned friends? ‘It’s 
the figure’, they cried, ‘the central importance of 
pathos etc, etc, none of that nasty shallow abstract 
crap, so devoid of soul, of spirit, of humanity…’ 
It was sad to see the fallout, especially with such 
otherwise cerebral characters as John Brack caught 
up in the fray, but one of the biggest mistakes was 
the resultant public perception that it was a battle 
between a simplistic Australian vision (figurative) 
and an unwelcome imported fashionably American 
one called abstraction. What makes this position 
particularly laughable from this distance of eight 
or so years is noting how many of these so-called 
American stylists were in fact operating from the 
European school, people like Olsen, Rapotec, Rose, 
Kemp, Johnson and especially that old curmudgeon 
Passmore.

Or maybe Smith was indeed savvy enough to have 
recognised other rumblings in the neighbourhood? 
I remember having a ravioli with Olsen in the 
Piccolo Café whilst the newly arrived beatnik duo 
Clem Meadmore and Peter Upward got more and 
more agitated over a flagon of cheap red. ‘The crap 
of it!’, Clem cried. ‘If Rothko and Pollock had been 
in Melbourne they would either be dancing like 
fairies in Eltham or working in a St Kilda fish and 
chip shop, arguing with Dr Smith about the validity 
of abstract form in their spare time!’ 1 They had a 
point. In fact, if Smith hadn’t been so Melbourne-
centric, he would have been able to follow the 
careers of such people as Ralph Balson and Grace 
Crowley. Indeed, Balson, at the venerable age 
of 70, and after a solid few decades of abstract 
investigation, travelled to New York in 1960, saw 
the work of the New York School first hand, and 
in the ensuing years, produced some of the most 
dynamic splatter paintings seen in Australia. At the 
age of bloody 70!!!

An even weirder detour. I was catching up with 
friends in the Old Dart around the same time 
when I was dragged off to the opening of Recent 
Australian Painting at the Whitechapel at London. 
We all shudder to recall that one, don’t we, a grab 
bag of old school Drysdale, Boyd, Tucker, etc set 
against the supposed young tyros? Again, the wine 
was flowing (only slightly more palatable than 
Chateau Woolloomoolloo) and I spotted a VERY 
pissed Brett Whiteley getting stuck into Sid Nolan. 
Whiteley, ever hip to the latest patois (you cats dig 
what I’m sayin’?), blurted out that he ‘despised’ 
Nolan’s picture plane. It apparently took a follow-
up (sober) coffee between the two, a simple sketch 
by the senior artist of his Moonboy from about 1940 
plus a sly reference by Nolan about Ellsworth Kelly 
to shove that youthful arrogance back up Whiteley’s 
clacker. 2

If anything, these fractured anecdotes should 
demonstrate that notions of flatness, the picture 
plane, absence of narrative – all of them crucial 
investigative foundations for the artists of The 
Field – are theoretical constructs that have already 
been percolating in the rarefied world of Australian 
art for many a long year.

But, I digress, as I had said at the start of this ramble 
that I was trying to see what the fall-out has been 
of these acres of colour-field and hard-edge. Is this 
truly a new vision, a generational changing of the 
guards, or merely an over-hyped flash-in-the-pan 
like new pop confections such as Pink Floyd and 
Status Quo? No one expects those boys to last into 
next year, so why should we expect this stuff to do 
so too? Especially as Clement Greenberg, supposed 
Supreme Master of all that is Painterly-Flat, 
announced his preference for the clichéd Australian-
ness of Nolan, Pugh and Boyd to a flabbergasted 
audience when he toured here some months back. 
Staggering out of that fart-and-ciggie atmosphere 
at a slide night with the Master, I couldn’t help but 
laugh when Tony McGillick muttered to the NGV’s 
flash Education Officer John Stringer, ‘Ever seen a 
myth exploded in your face?’ 3

Yet here we are now at the end leg of Stringer’s (and 

Brian Finemore’s) own riposte to Greenberg, this 
major sprawling Field which somehow still carries 
the force of the New Yorker’s main arguments, 
though the man himself may now be out to pasture. 
Of the 40 artists in the show, some 18, including 
the aforementioned McGillick, are under 30 years 
of age. And I think this may well be one of the more 
dynamic undercurrents to this whole circus. Who 
amongst us has not tired of our State institutions 
wheeling out historical show after historical show, 
retrospective after retrospective devoted to artists 
well past their prime? (Hans Heysen or Roland 
Wakelin anyone?) Yet here, in one fell swoop, we 
got a new international-standard National gallery 
building whose precisely honed exhibition rooms 
are detailed in such a way as to recognise that 
each was an experience unto itself. And within 
this purpose-built space, an emphatic statement of 
intent via its inaugural Special Projects exhibition. 
No longer, it seems, is there to be that tedious lag 
between what is shown on the walls of our more 
adventurous private galleries (Pinacotheca, Watters, 
Strines, Gallery A, Central Street, etc) before the 
mandarins at the pointy end wake up and smell the 
roses. Hell – and this fact has been repeated in much 
of the resultant commentary – some of the artists 
in The Field have not even completed their tertiary 
studies! Which makes this even more dangerous as 
an exhibition statement because it acknowledges 
that this is a loose (albeit curated) construct of ideas 
and intent, that none of these artists may already be 
in that sad zone of having a ‘fixed position’, and 
may indeed be on the cusp of major re-directions 
within their own practice.

And what’s so wrong about this? These are dangerous 
times and art may no longer be the comfortable 
armchair that Matisse so desired. We’ve now lost 
two Kennedys and the good Dr King, the badass 
Malcolm X and a non-buoyant Prime Minister who 
helped drag us further into Vietnam before the kelp 
dragged him too. We’ve only just acknowledged the 
Aborigines as valid citizens, but somehow it’s still 
more important to rush down to the Music Bowl 
and welcome back The Seekers.

Or is it? Sorry, I just had to have a hair of the dog 
to get my thoughts back in order. Nothing like dry 
sherry at 10 in the morning…

For the foot soldiers of late 20th century modernism, 
such arguments are important to their sense of self, 
as is their fiercely defended belief in an autonomous 
work of art ‘independent of any experience external 

Lay me down 
in a Field of Roses

By AnDReW GAynoR
 Sydney

© MACMILLAN PREss
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to itself’ 4 but their relationship to contemporary 
reality needs always to be considered. It’s not 
actually a life or death situation, and indeed, no 
artist here is actually suffering from political 
persecution or nationalistic violence. On the purely 
didactic front, flick through the pages of the latest 
Art in America and compare with our own Art & 
Australia. The no-surprise here is that the ratio 
of articles on mainstream (conservative and/or 
historical) art versus that of the avant-garde (in 
this season’s guise of hard-edge or colourfield) 
is roughly equivalent. In other words, America’s 
continued celebration of its own Boyds and Nolans 
continues in spite of the new movements. Indeed, 
I expect to see some of the artists of The Field 
occupy similar positions some forty years hence. 
The ever-florid Patrick McCaughey (who sat at 
Greenberg’s feet to operate the slide projector on 
that fateful, fumey night) just showed me the draft 
of an article to be published in next month’s A & 
A. Patrick, for all his faults, continues to be one of 
the most incisive commentators on this exhibition’s 
importance and here he does makes an excellent 
observation: ‘To see it simply as a ‘Hard-edge 
movement’, eventually taking its place alongside 
other movements, may be comforting to some but 
it is ultimately misleading. All labels distort the 
nature of an art movement if they are taken too 
literally and none more so than Hard-edge… The 
Field (is) a new direction, distinct from another 
movement…not as offering a new direction but as 
suggesting a different convention, a different set of 
shared beliefs and presuppositions about the nature 
of the work of art and the role of the Australian artist.’ 5 

The brooding legacy of the Antipodean ruptures 
still linger behind this argument, don’t you think? 
As does that other malingerer, the cultural cringe, 
otherwise no-one here would really give a flying 
f- as to the role of an artist as an Australian rather 
than one of an artist just being an artist, full stop. Or 
‘period’, if I want to highlight the simultaneously 
baleful American influence in our language as well. 
Or highlight the Coke I’m drinking as a chaser, the 
Malboros that I’m smoking, or the Playboy whose 
articles I’m likewise perusing…

So, 1968 is ending with a new artistic debate rooted 
in that decades-old one of the ancient versus the new, 
the Australian versus the foreign, the national versus 
the global. As ever, something has changed but 
nothing else has. Stick around and be excited, and 
sure, be involved but remember one artist’s maxim: 
‘Paint when drunk, decide art in the hangover.’ 6

As I’ve got no choice but to do right now.
THE END

1 John Olsen, quoted in Christopher Heathcote, A Quiet Revolution:     the 
rise of Australian art 1946-1968, Text Publishing, Melbourne, 1995, 
p.135.
2  See Brian Adams, Sidney Nolan: such is life, Hutchinson, Melbourne, 
1987, p.152.
3  See Christopher Heathcote, ibid, p.192.
4  Patrick McCaughey, ‘Experience and the New Abstraction’, The Field 
exhibition catalogue, National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, 1968, p. 
89.
5   Patrick McCaughey, ‘The Significance of The Field’, Art and Australia, 
vol. 6, no.3, December 1968, p. 235.
6  Notebook entry by Brett Whitely, reprinted in Sandra McGrath, Brett 
Whiteley, Bay Books, Sydney, 1979, p. 217.

sweeney reed outside his gallery (Cnr Rathdowne & Faraday Streets, Carlton Melbourne)
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In ContRADIstInCtIon to FlAUBeRt’s 
pronouncement, many artists of our time insist 
that there is indeed nothing more to art than 

“than the straightness of lines and the perfection 
of surfaces”. Yet if writing about art has any value 
at all at a time when art works and processes are 
themselves polemical, it can only be to discuss 
alternative futures. ‘Futurism’ is widely used in 
many discussions on this subject, despite now 
being obviously, and curiously, a very dated art 
historical term. Modern art is necessarily forward 
looking; ‘futurology’ is therefore a better term to 
deploy. The study of possible futures is problematic 
enough within discrete fields such as economics, 
politics and sociology, and within art it is surely an 
effort guaranteed to result in ridicule further down 
the track.

All the same, there exist certain trends and 
undercurrents that possess a certain inevitability. 
so while carefully avoiding a specific discussion 
of particular futuribles, our interest is to present 
a general model of the factors which will operate 
on culture over the coming three to four decades. 
The model takes the form of a structure uniting the 
apparently opposed domains of cybernetics and 
parapsychology. This structure has the potential to 
support an entire, and entirely new, artistic culture. 
It is a well-established fact that Soviet science 
far outstrips its Western counterparts in most 
areas. While the attention that is focused on the 
the forthcoming Apollo missions may give the 
impression that it is actually the West that has 
the techno-scientific lead, it is less well known 
that the Soviet Union has made great advances 
in far more significant streams. these streams 

include both universal cybernetic systems, and in a 
separate stream, the sporadic, but nonetheless real 
effects of psychic phenomena. The Laboratory of 
Biological Cybernetics in Leningrad University 
has in recent years undertaken an advanced study 
of parapsychology, and is currently developing 
a programme whereby all aspects of the Soviet 
planned economy can be untied under one master 
cybernetic system. This “United Information 
System” will be capable of correlating behaviours, 
trends and needs minute by minute across the entire 
country. The predictive role of psi phenomena will 
clearly play a central role, if not entirely reliable 
one, within this system.

While the West is clearly many years behind in 
this area, certain researchers, such as the team led 
by Lev Psilocybin at the University of California 
Leary, have taken comparable steps – albeit in a 
quite different, and perhaps opposite, direction. 
Psilocybin’s experiments link the psi perception of 
concealed spatial forms and coloured surfaces with 
the mechanical perception of a digital computer. 
The computer controls a set of coloured laser 
devices which project forms onto the rear surface of 
a sculptural form. Using a combination of random 
patterns and input from the psi-sensitive human test 
subjects, the colours and shapes projected are both 
predicted by the subject (whose responses are fed 
into the computer in real time via a state-of-the-
art punch card system) and are in part generated 
by the computer’s responses to that input. These 
responses are generated almost instantly – within 
milliseconds, in fact. More often than not, the result 
is a yellow quadrangle.

The Future Role of 
Cybernetic Art

By  CASPAR FAIRHALL

HARd EdGE (2008) © CAsPAR fAIRHALL

it might well be that we are all tattooed savages since Sophocles. But there is more to Art than the 
straightness of lines and the perfection of surfaces. Plasticity of style is not as large as the entire idea… 

We have too many things and not enough forms.
Gustave Flaubert, Préface à la d’écrivain

 

We have read a great deal in recent years about the 
nature of feedback in visual culture; of interaction 
between artwork and audience; one could indeed 
assert that in twentieth century art there exists 
a great deal that admits of cybernetic analysis. 
We have also seen the cybernetic structure of art 
misunderstood, and indeed misdirected into large-
scale exhibitions of a trivial and transient nature, 
often featuring large creaking machines performing 
pointless actions. I want to suggest that art and 
cybernetic research have anticipated something 
more: it seems inevitable that in the future, all art 
will be made with lasers.

THE END
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WItHIn DAys oF stARtInG work on 
the first sculpture, a solid lump of wood 
had become a recognisable image of 

the artist and we were confident in our choice of 
carver. 

From conversations during many visits to his 
studio we started to find out more about the life of 
Made Leno. He was born in 1963 in the village of 
Kemenuh which is south of Ubud. Balinese villages 
are divided into small units known as banjar which 
are responsible for administering local cultural and 
religious matters, and Leno was born in Banjar 
Medahan in the southern area of the village. 

When still a child he started carving with his father, 
Nyoman Warka, a well known carver who during 
his career saw the beginnings of mass-tourism 
that brought dramatic change to Bali and a new 
market for wood-carvings. In earlier times carvers 
like Leno’s grandfather would work on projects 
for temples and houses of the wealthy, carving 

EvERyONE NO. 9 (2008) © ROdNEy GLICk ANd GOddARd dE fIddEs GALLERy
PROjECT TEAM: MAdE LENO, CHRIs HILL, NyOMAN suwETA, sOHAN HAyEs, 

the roof-support posts and beams, and a variety 
of statues, including carvings of the mythical bird 
Garuda that traditionally sit on the cross-beams 
of temples and public buildings. In those days 
convention determined how various figures were 
represented and there was little room for originality 
or individual expression. 

Things changed for the next generation, and by 
the close of Leno’s father’s career his studio was 
producing fine work for overseas collectors and 
simpler pieces to satisfy the demands of the tourist 
market.

Although Leno started carving with his father 
when he was still a child, by his late teens he was 
lured by the attractions of the coast and for several 
years, before deciding to go to art school, he 
worked at various jobs to earn a living and devoted 
his spare time to surfing and Kuta beach culture. 
After graduating from art school about ten years 
ago, he set up his own small studio in Kemenuh 
in Banjar Tengkulak Tengah where he now lives 
and works with his wife and two children. Leno 
carves exquisite representations of Buddhist and 
Hindu figures, and although a traditional Balinese 
Hindu, he has a special feeling for Jesus Christ and 
loves to carve images of Christ and other biblical 
figures, some based on photographs he has of 
Michaelangelo’s sculptures.

THE END

Everyone...
by CHRIS HILL

Bali
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This amazing recording documents the recent devastation in the Australian 
outback town of Meckering juxtaposed with the failed first attempted television 
broadcast from space via the Apollo 7 mission.
This reference album is especially valuable to the family with school-age children. 
A big schematic diagram tucks in a pocket at the back; on its reverse is a delightful 
bonus - the famous Meckering anecdotes presented in audio form. As I reviewed 
this zestful text, I was struck by the fact that in philosophy and science, through 
distortion and speech, we are all astronauts.
A companion EP released earlier this year, Everyday Life in ‘68, has proved to be 
one of the most popular the Society has ever published (100 copies in print). I feel 
certain that member families will find equal pleasure and value in this beautifully 
illustrated new record Meckering / No TV from Space.

THE END

How to order 
Meckering/ No tV from Space

Join noted scholars in the quest for our golden heritage. 
Explore in rich detail two shining civilizations that 
affect our daily lives in fascinating ways. This new 
recording, indexed for permanent reference value, 
presents authoritative knowledge in a visually and 
aurally exciting way.  You and your family will follow in 
the footsteps of Schirra, Capcom and two Applecross 
schoolgirls, and see their worlds through the magic 
of colour photography and sound. Bound in gold-
stamped linen and Buckram, the album includes 212 
words of text and 2 illustrations, 1 in full colour and 
a poster showing the Mediterranean on one side and 
the fault lines of Western Australia on the other. 

Available at $11.95, only by direct order from the 
National Graphic Society. Request later billing if desired

National Graphic Society presents 

the new diode LP 
Meckering / No TV from space

NatioNal GrapHic Society
PO BOX 653 

North Perth WA 6906 Australia

Name

Address

City/State/Post Code
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IT IS MARCH 1968. I’m in Rishikesh in the 
northern Indian province of Uttar Pradesh, at 
the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi’s ashram. I am 

sitting in a dark cave. Despite the relative protection 
of the stone walls, it is hot and humid and I have 
been sweating for weeks now. I am sitting in the 
lotus position in a circle with John and Cynthia 
Lennon, Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, George 
Harrison, Donovan, Mike love and Mia Farrow. 
the hallucinogens we took 25 minutes ago are 
starting to kick in. In addition to the hallucinogens, 
we have been applying the Maharishi’s teachings on 
Transcendental Meditation – which with hindsight 
I’m pretty sure he would counsel against. 

the first thing I notice is I can’t really tell where 
my skin stops and my sweat begins. Then I realise 
I can’t tell where anything stops or anything else 
begins. The cave is pulsing and I am pretty sure a 
piece of it is scratching the top of my head, even 
though I estimated it to be approximately ten-feet 
above my head when we entered. Strangely I don’t 
find this confusing or annoying. Paul starts talking 
to me. No one else seems to notice.

“The Beatles have played their last show” he says. 
“What?” I kind of ask. Is he crazy? the Beatles 
are done? surely not, these guys are massive. 
How can he know anyway? I think back to the 
first time I saw them. I was a kid. It was out the 
front of the Town Hall in Adelaide. I screamed and 
cried my guts out along with 300,000 other fans. 
This was Beatlemania at its most massive, never 
again would so many gather in such pure unbridled 
adoration. I went and saw them play at Centennial 
Hall too. There was more screaming there, a lot 
more. Impartial viewers might have thought this 

distracted from the show, making it inaudible as it 
were, but on that night there was no impartiality. 
When you yawn, people around you yawn. When 
7,000 people around you are crying and screaming 
as though Armageddon is falling, then there is no 
other choice but to do the same. Sociologists would 
follow the Beatles around to analyse the behaviour 
of the young folk, it was truly a phenomena.

like a big jar of fish food, I am flaky. I look at 
Mia Farrow. She is so incredibly beautiful and I 
have been staring at her so long (I think), that her 
perfection seems now to be an imperfection. John 
is silent, but wondering what he should call the next 
album; he knows there are only three more to come. 
In fact looking at each of them, they all seem to 
somehow know unconsciously that the end of The 
Beatles is not far away. It will, however, be the end 
of The Beatles only as far as The Beatles themselves 
are concerned. The Beatles may disband but in the 
eyes of the fans The Beatles will live on forever. I 
realise now the cave is breathing, just as we are, and 
the Maharishi’s teachings on the oneness of all that 
is, is correct. Ringo taps a simple beat, and strange 
insect noises are all that is to be heard.

THE END

The Beatles in India
By C. THOMAS HOWIE

India

RITA (2008) © LAuRA jOHNsON
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Top 10 Protest Songs

Time Has Come Today
The Chambers Brothers

Say it Loud (I’m Black and I’m Proud)
James Brown

People Got to Be Free
The Rascals

Revolution
The Beatles

Folsom Prison Blues
Johnny Cash

Harper Valley PTA
Jeannie C. Riley

Five to One
The Doors

Just Dropped In 
(To See What Condition My Condition Was In)
Jenny Rogers & the New Edition

Love Child
Diana Ross & the Supremes

I-Feel-Like-I’m-Fixin’-To-Die Rag
Country Joe & the Fish

bORN 68 – PART TwO (APPLE) (2008) © bENNETT MILLERTOP PROTEsT sONGs (2008) © PAM GAuNT
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ALL GOd’s CHILdREN: MARk Of THE bEAsT (2008) © MARCus CANNINGOz POP IN THE sIxTIEs (2008) © TOM MÙLLER
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The Devil’s Hole:
Revolution 9 

By MARCUS CANNING 

“  FROM THE SHAFT of the bottomless 
pit...came locusts on the earth, and they were 
given the power of scorpions. They were 

told not to harm any green growth or any tree, but 
only those who have not the seal of God on their 
foreheads...Their faces were like human faces, their 
hair like women’s hair... They have a king over 
them, the angel of the bottomless pit.” Revelations 9.

All the women are barefoot, they bring with them 
three knives - two buck knives and a kitchen knife, 
a .22 caliber Buntline gun and Tex also grabs a pair 
of bolt cutters and 40 feet of white nylon rope.

She picks up a towel, kneels down in front of the 
sofa and touches Sharon’s dying body with the 
towel, she goes to the front door and writes the 
word “PIG” with the towel.

“We all evolve together, and make music together. 
The music becomes incredible. And, a lot of what he 
is singing is coming right through him. The words 
come spontaneously. He has a rich, fine voice. I 
think of the image of liquid golden sunshine, like 
the deep gold brown of his eyes. And it’s so full 
of feeling. There are sounds from the cross, sounds 
from infants. I love his funky down home Southern 
music. He’s not bound in any way, by anything. He’s 
free – his mind is free; his creativity’s boundless, 
so he opens up a whole new door on music. It’s a 
whole new dimension there.”

Death Valley is the sink of the Amargosa River. 
A Hopi Indian legend of the area tells of an 
underground world from which the Hopi Nation 
will re-emerge back to Earth after Armageddon’s 
embers have turned to ash. 

Manson believes in this myth. For three straight 
days he sits crossed-legged meditating before 
The Devil’s Hole, a pit of murky water located 
in the northwest corner of Death Valley National 

Monument in the Sierra Nevada mountains in 
California. 

On the the third day, it dawns on him that the water 
is the door preventing entrance to the Underworld, 
and all he has to do is suck the water out and the 
secret passageway will be revealed.

“Charlie says The Bottomless Pit is an underground 
paradise beneath Death Valley where water from a 
lake will give everlasting life and you can eat fruit 
from twelve magical trees - a different one for 
each month of the year. This will be Charlie’s gift 
to us, his children, his Family. If anyone back in 
the Sunday schools in Texas mentioned that The 
Bottomless Pit was one of the names for hell itself, 
I’ve forgotten it.” 

FlAsH-BACk tO 1968
Rising starlet Sharon Tate and director Roman 
Polanski hold their wedding reception at London’s 
Playboy Club. 

Polanski completes ‘Rosemary’s Baby’ for a  
winter release. Krzysztof Komeda, composer of 
the soundtrack is hit by a car under mysterious 
circumstances and dies.

In an infamous Haight Ashbury mansion known 
as ‘The Russian Embassy’, Crowleyan Magus and 
avant-garde film-maker, Kenneth Anger, is shooting 
his opus, ‘Lucifer Rising’ with Bobby Beausoleil in 
the lead. 

Also appearing in the film is founder of The Church 
of Satan, Anton Le Vey. Sammy Davis Jnr. is one 
of  a host of Hollywood celebrities that have joined 
the Church of late, and Le Vey is riding this wave of 
mass-popularity by releasing ‘The Satanic Mass’.

Mike Love, a member of The Beach Boys, is on a 
trip to India with The Beatles to study transcendental 
meditation with Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. 

Back in The City of Angels, the rest of the band 
are in the studio recording for their twelth studio 
release, ‘Friends’.  

On the way back from the studio one afternoon, 
Dennis Wilson picks up two young female hitch-
hikers and takes them back to his Pacific Palisades 
house on Sunset Boulevard for a few hours of 
friendly down time.

Returning home in the early hours of the following 
morning he’s greeted by Charles Manson emerging  
from his house. Wilson asks whether he intends to 
hurt him. Manson kisses Wilson’s feet, then leads 
him into his home to meet the 12 strangers, mostly 
17 - 23 year old girls, that have moved in for a stay. 

They turn the front yard into a sand-pit beach, 
complete with inflatable wading pools, where the 
girls serve Wilson and Manson cocktails and LSD. 

They sing and talk together, and Wilson pays for 
The Family to have their teeth fixed and their 
gonorrhoea seen to.

Manson reads from a well-thumbed Bible, folded 
to the Revelations 9 passages that are to grow in 
significance for him over the coming months.

Wilson pays for studio time to record songs written 
and performed by Manson and introduces him to 
various entertainment industry contacts including 
Rudi Altobelli.  

A year later, Rudi seals the fate of Sharon Tate and 
her unborn child when he rents Polanski the house 
that becomes a killing ground for The Family.

In June ‘68, ‘Friends’ is released.  It includes ‘Never Learn 
Not To Love’, a revision of Manson’s ‘Cease To Exist’.

In August, Wilson’s manager evicts The Family 
from their extended Beach holiday. They set up 
base at the Spahn Movie Ranch in the Santa Susana 
Mountains, a dilapidated location shoot outpost 
that features in old episodes of ‘The Lone Ranger’ 
and ‘Bonanza’. 

In November, they move again to alternate 
headquarters in Death Valley. Manson gives the 
widow owner of the property a Beach Boys’ gold 
record. In December, Manson visits an old Movie 
Ranch acquaintance who plays him the recently 
released Beatles’ ‘White Album’. It speaks to him.
On New Years Eve, The Family gathers around a 
fire and listens as Manson explains that the social 
turmoil he had been predicting had also been 
predicted by The Beatles.

The ‘White Album’ songs tell it in code directed at 
The Family.  They are an elect group that is instructed 
to preserve the worthy from the impending disaster 
of the encroaching race-war, ‘Helter Skelter’.

ALL GOd’s CHILdREN: RAINbOw fAMILy (2008) © MARCus CANNING

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: MIA FARROW FROM 'ROSEMARY'S BABY'. SHARON 
TATE. LUCIFER JACKET FROM ANGER'S 'LUCIFER RISING'. KENNETH 
ANGER AS MAGUS FROM 'INVOCATION OF MY DEMON BROTHER’. 
ANTON LA VEY FROM 'INVOCATION OF MY DEMON BROTHER'. SHARON 
TATE. BRIAN WILSON WITH GOAT FROM PROMOTIONAL IMAGE FOR 'PET 
SOUNDS'.
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“And he opened the bottomless pit...and there came 
out of the smoke locusts upon the earth” 
Revelations 9. 

The locusts = The Beatles.“their faces were as the 
faces of men,” + “they had the hair of women,” + 
“breastplates of fire,” (electric guitars). “worship of 
idols of gold, silver, bronze, stone and wood,” = 
cars, houses, and money. “third part of man” = the 
white race - to be annihilated through the carnage 
of Helter Skelter.

“The Beatles want him to release his own album 
to trigger the revolution and map out an escape for 
the chosen few. The family will find the bottomless 
pit and hide underground until the race-war is over. 
Our music will lure Whitey’s daughters to the 
desert. Blackie will have no means of releasing his 
tensions, so will turn to the white establishment. The 
murders are going to start in rich places like Bel Air 
and Beverly Hills in the summer of 1969. The super 
atrocious crimes will disturb the rich piggies; the 
spades will scare Whitey. They’ll go to the ghetto 
and shoot the garbage man and the Uncle Toms. The 
whites will split up the middle, some saying, ‘Look 
at the things you are doing to the blacks!’ The whites 
will kill each other off. Then the Black Muslims 
will come in and kill the rest of them. Helter Skelter 
is the end of the cycle. What was on top has to go 
on the bottom. The karma of the whites is over and 
the black’s karma begins. But then Revolution 9 
takes over. This is described in Revelation 9. The 
black man will have to clean up the mess the white 
has made of the world. But Blackie can’t do it all 
alone. He’ll have to come to the Family. Charlie 

THE DEVIL’S HOLE 
REVOLUTION 9 

SOUND TRACK TO 666 | 888 
TRACKS BORN IN 1968

REMIxED & REMASTERED BY AINSLEY MAxWELL CANNING, SOURCED 
& SAMPLED BY MARCUS ROTHWELL BEKER CANNING FROM THE 
BEATLES ‘WHITE ALBUM’, THE BEACH BOYS ‘FRIENDS’, THE ROLLING 
STONES ‘SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL’, CHARLES MANSON’S ‘LIE’ & 
‘THE FAMILY JAMS’,  RECORDINGS MADE BY ANTON LE VEY AND WIFE 
BLANCHE BARTON OF THE CHURCH OF SATAN ALONGSIDE MICK 
JAGGER’S SOUND TRACK TO KENNETH ANGER’S ‘INVOCATION OF MY 
DEMON BROTHER’, BOBBY BEAUSOLEIL’S SOUND TRACK TO ANGER’S 
‘LUCIFER RISING’ AND KRzYSzTOF KOMEDA’S SOUND TRACK TO 
ROMAN POLANSKI’S ‘ROSEMARY’S BABY. TRACKS INCLUDE ANNA LEE 
THE HEALER, BE STILL, BLACKBIRD, BOOK OF SATAN, CABINESSENCE, 
CEASE TO ExIST, DIAMOND HEAD, DIE TO BE ONE, DO IT AGAIN, DON’T 
DO ANYTHING ILLEGAL, EVERYBODY’S GOT SOMETHING TO HIDE 
ExCEPT ME AND MY MONKEY, ExPECTANCY, EYES OF A DREAMER, 
FIRST THEY MADE ME SLEEP IN THE CLOSET, GARBAGE DUMP, GET ON 
HOME, GLOOMY SUNDAY, GOIN’ TO THE CHURCH HOUSE, HAPPINESS 
IS A WARM GUN, HELTER SKELTER, HOME IS WHERE YOU’RE HAPPY, 
HONEY PIE, HYMN OF THE SATANIC EMPIRE, I CAN HEAR MUSIC, IF I HAD 
A MILLION DOLLARS, I’LL NEVER SAY NEVER TO ALWAYS, I’M SO TIRED, 
INVOCATION OF MY DEMON BROTHER, LITTLE BIRD, LOOK AT YOUR 
GAME GIRL, LOOK AT YOUR LOVE, LUCIFER RISING, LULLABY:VARIATION 
1, MEANT FOR YOU, MECHANICAL MAN, MORE PANIC, NEVER LEARN 
NOT TO LOVE, NO WRONG - COME ALONG, ONE FOR MY BABY, OUR 
PRAYER, PANIC, PANIC AGAIN, PASSING BY, PEOPLE SAY I’M NO GOOD, 
PIGGIES, RA-HIDE AWAY, REVOLUTION 9, REVOLUTION I, SATANIC MASS, 
START THE DAY RIGHT, STRANGE MUSIC, SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL, 
TEMPTATION, THANKS FOR THE MEMORY, THE CONTINUING STORY 
OF BUNGALOW BILL, THE COVEN 1- 4, THE FIRES ARE BURNING, THE 
NEAREST FARAWAY PLACE, THROUGH THE CLOSET, TRANSCENDENTAL 
MEDITATION, WALK ON BY, WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO IT’S EYES, WHY 
DON’T WE DO IT IN THE ROAD, WILD HONEY PIE, YEAR OF JUBILO, THE 
YOUNG WILL OVERCOME. 

ALL GOd’s CHILdREN: dEvIL’s PAss (2008) © MARCus CANNING

ALL GOd’s CHILdREN: THE METHOd Of Of sCIENCE (2008) © MARCus CANNING

ALL GOd’s CHILdREN: RAINbOw CHILdREN (2008) © MARCus CANNING

will pat his fuzzy head and kick him. Charlie will 
have to show him how. Meanwhile, the ‘Family’ 
will have grown to 144,000 like the twelve tribes 
of Israel in Revelation. Charlie encourages the girls 
to get pregnant. And we’ll have buses to collect all 
the children when Helter Skelter comes down, so 
we can save them and raise them in our hole in the 
desert. The Bottomless Pit. That’s in Revelation 9, 
too... Charlie’s mission is to complete the karma of 
the world.”

Charlie decides to speed things up and gets 
Bobby Beausoleil and two of the girls to commit 
the first of the ‘Helter Skelter’ killings. Bobby 
writes ‘POLITICAL PIGGY’ on a bedroom wall 
and draws a panther paw in the blood of Gary 
Hinman, a Buddhist music teacher and part-time 
LSD chemist. They hold him hostage for two days. 
Manson visits and slashes off his ear with a sword. 
Beausoleil stabs him twice in the chest. Susan and 
Mary smother him with a pillow.

“It’s a violent death that he means when he tells us 
that death is beautiful, because it’s the thing people 
fear the most. Yet, he says, death is nothing but an 
illusion in the mind anyway, so killing a human is 
merely destroying a fantasy. He keeps repeating 
that the spirit, the soul, can never be killed; it is 
one and eternal - the illusion of physical death 
merely opens the resistant spirit to realization of its 
essential oneness with all that is.” 

Beausoleil stumbled into the embrace of The 
Family after a forced eviction from Haight Ashbury 
following a feud with Kenneth Anger. It happened 
during the failed filming of ‘Lucifer Rising’. 

Bobby had agreed to play Lucifer only if he could 
write and perform the soundtrack with his band The 
Magic Powerhouse of Oz. Anger agreed, but wasn’t 
liking the results. He performed a Crowleyan curse 
/ expulsion spell on Beausoleil using the head 
from the motor of Bobby’s car as an alter inside an 
Invocation circle.  

Sent packing, Bobby arrives in LA, scores a role 
in a soft porn called ‘Ramrodder’ filmed near 
the Spahn Movie Ranch which also stars Family 
member Catherine Share. They hit it off.

Whilst The Family are on their killing spree, Anger 
is resurrecting footage from the first ‘Lucifer 
Rising’ into a new work that he refers to as “a 
fragment made in fury...the last blast of Haight 
consciousness.” 

Mick Jagger is at an acid party at ‘The Embassy’, 
and creates the sound-track for ‘Invocation of my 
Demon Brother’ on a Moog Synthesiser.

From prison, Beausoleil writes to Anger after 
hearing that a new version of ‘Lucifer Rising’ is in 
production starring Marianne Faithful.  Anger has 
fallen out with the composer for the soundtrack, 
Led Zeppelin’s Jimmy Page. Bobby wants back, 
and Anger sends him money to buy instruments 
for his newly formed in-mate Freedom Orchestra. 
The film, with Bobby’s completed soundtrack, is 
released in 1981.

“There was no way I could have foreseen the way 
the archetypal themes in ‘Lucifer Rising’ would 
define my path, leading to my undoing and to my 
salvation. By whatever mechanism, the spirit of 
the fallen angel had come to reside in me and be 
expressed through my life and my art. The petals 
had fallen away from the flower child I once was, 
and what remained was the fruit from the bloom. 
I had experienced, and witnessed, and wrought, 
awful horrors. My soul was torn and bleeding, but 
the heart remained beating in strangely syncopated 
rhythms. When I was originally cast as Lucifer in 
‘67, my role was described to me as a portrayal of 
the disobedient angel representing the spirit of love 
at the dawn of a new age. When I composed and 
recorded the sound track for a re conceptualized 
Lucifer Rising a decade later I drew on my own life 
experiences to tell the story in music of the mythical 
Lucifer awakening in his pit of despair, rekindling 
his torch, and rising like a phoenix from the ashes 
of his own unmaking, beginning his long journey 
from the dark recesses of Hell, surrendering his 
pride along the way in his uncompromising desire 
to regain the Beloved. 

In a strange, unexpected, but very real way, what 
Kenneth requested of me when we first met - that 
I portray the mythical Lucifer by being myself - is 
ultimately what came to be. Ain’t life peculiar.”

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: DOOR FOUND IN RUINS OF CROWLEY’S ‘ABBEY OF 
THELEMA’ BY KENNETH ANGER IN SICILY, 1955. ‘HELTER SKELTER IS COMING 
DOWN FAST’ INSCRIBED ON DOOR FOUND AT THE SPAHN MOVIE RANCH. 
‘DO WHAT THOU WILT’ INSCRIBED ON DOOR OF THE RUSSIAN EMBASSY, 
WITH BOBBY BEAUSOLEIL IN LUCIFER COSTUME . CROWLEY FEATURED ON 
COVER OF MAGAzINE, 1968. ALL GOD’S CHILDREN: KRYzSzTOF (2008) © 
MARCUS CANNING
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IT WAS A MEETING OF TWO TITANS early 
this month at MGM Studios in Los Angeles 
USA.

Australian of the Year and WBC Bantamweight 
Boxing Champion of the World, Lionel Rose, had 
the opportunity to meet his hero and avid boxing 
fan, Elvis Presely.

Three days before Rose’s title defense fight against 
Mexican Jesus “Chucho” Castillo, Presley requested 
a meeting with the young Champion.

“So what’s it like being King of the World Mr 
Rose?”, Presley asked. Rose, who seemed more 
awestruck than punch drunk, was heard to respond 
“you tell me Mr Presley!”

“You can call me Elvis, son…I gotta say, I watched 
the whole 9 rounds you fought against Harada in 
Japan and you sure got a mean left hook there!
Believe me, my hands are only that lightning fast 
if one of them silky cheeseburgers come my way. 
Have Mercy!”

The two men then sparred for the cameras in a 
friendly, showbiz way.

Elvis imparted some wisdom to the Australian out 
of earshot of reporters and wished him all the best 
for his upcoming fight. He also bestowed a rare 
honor to Rose by demonstrating the signature karate 
routine that has enthralled audiences recently.

Rose and Presley shook hands and posed for more 
photos, before Elvis was ushered away by a team 
of look-a-like security impersonators. A plate of 
grilled peanut butter, banana and bacon sandwiches, 

THE kING ANd I (2008) © GIOvANNI dIdIO

five blondes and a small helicopter followed close 
behind.

Rose who ducked, to evade the chopper blades, was 
asked what his impressions were of ‘The King’, 
from their brief but poignant meeting.

“A lot better than the one I had of him from his 
last 25 films. ‘Clambake’ was an absolute stinker 
in my opinion! Fantastic foot work with the martial 
arts moves though. You never know, he might have 
made a good boxer himself”.

The King 
and 

I
By GIoVAnnI DIDIo

Los Angeles

With this, the boxing champ turned and waved 
to the assembled photographers. His entourage 
escorted Rose to a waiting vehicle.

The new King of World Boxing had left the 
building.          

THE END
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ALBY MANGELS LOOKS SET TO MAKE 
his mark on Australia. The young, Dutch-
born adventurer arrived in Australia in 

1956, keen to make a new home and explore an 
unfamiliar land.

Like many young men his age, Mangels embarked 
on this great adventure with his mate, John Fields. 
Armed with a shoestring budget, a variety of 
rickety vehicles, a changing cast of mongrel pets, 
and seemingly little forward planning, this duo 
have set about traversing Australia’s vast shores, 
state by state.

Most recently the pair travelled to South Australia, 
hitchhiking along the Sturt Highway from Renmark 
through to Adelaide where they picked up a pre-
loved Land Cruiser for a snip. Mangels and Fields 
then made a side trip to the ruggedly beautiful 
Kangaroo Island before heading north for the wilds 
of the Flinders Rangers. Here the men discovered 
the treasures of SA’s wildlife, including the seasonal 
wildflowers, red and western grey kangaroos, the 
yellow-footed rock wallaby and wedge-tailed 
eagles.

Interestingly, Mangels and Field also spent a few 
days living with indigenous inhabitants in this 
part of Australia, observing the community’s way 
of life and contributing as they could. A particular 
incident was captured by the young adventurers 
on their newly acquired Canon FT camera. Fields 
relays it here,

“…Some men from the area had found a roaming, 
feral desert camel, injured and dying at Termination 
Hill, about 100 kilometres east of their camp at 
Stuart Creek. After putting the animal out of its 
pain, the elders took the body back to camp where it 

was distributed to the families as food. In a gesture 
of appreciation to their new friends, the elders 
presented us with the animal’s skin, masterfully 
cured and in tact…”

Mangels declares himself a keen advocate of 
environmental conservation, however, the duo felt 
that to deny the community’s kind offering was 
disrespectful. Consequently, Mangels accepted the 
gift, which was packed into the Cruiser and returned 
with him to Victoria some months later. The camel 
skin now sits on the floor of the adventurer’s home, 
scattered with flower petals; a personal memorial to 
the camel, offering spiritual respect to the deceased 
and other animals alike. 

Mangels’ travels throughout Oz have encouraged 
his interest in environmental conservation and 
preservation. He now wishes to make short films 
that share the wonder and jeopardy of Australia’s 
wilderness with wider audiences. In his own 
larrikin way, Mangels (and Field) may yet come 
to be remembered as travel pioneers, advocating 
travelling and conservation as a way of life.

THE END
bORN 68 – PART THREE (bRENdAN) (2008) bENNETT MILLER

1,968 Seconds
TERMINATION HILL SA, 1230 M

By  HANNAH MATHEWS
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WoRlD CHAMPIon CYCLIST, Jans 
Janssen, is the first Dutch rider to win 
the tour de France in the closest finish in 

the competition’s history, beating Belgian, Herman 
Van Springel, by just 38 seconds. 

Janssen turned professional after an amateur career 
in which he won several Dutch classics and rode for 
Holland in the Tour de l’Avenir. He initially built 
a reputation as a sprinter but quickly developed 
into a rider of multi-day races. the Dutchman has 
also ridden for French teams in his career and is 
especially associated with Pelforth-BP, sponsored 
by a brewer and an oil company. 

Janssen rode his first tour de France in 1963, where 
he won a stage but a crash soon forced him to retire 
from the race. In 1964 he won Paris-Nice, then two 
stages and the green jersey of points leader. Later 
that year he became world champion at Sallanches 
in France, and again wore the green jersey in the 
tour of ‘65 and in ‘66 and came close to winning 
overall. 

Held from 27 June to 21 July this year, the 55th tour 
de France is now in its second year of competing 
national teams, rather than trade teams. It is thought 
that the tour’s organiser, Félix lévitan, resolved 
to ‘experiment’ with national teams in a measure 
widely interpreted as revenge on sponsors he 
believed had provoked a strike against drug tests 
in 1966. 

Janssen’s victory in the orange jersey of his Dutch 
homeland – rather than the blue, yellow and white of 
the Pelforth team – made this first win for Holland 
all the more sweeter.

THE END

Dutch first 
to the

 finish line
By  HANNAH MATHEWS 

France

IGNITION 68 (2008) © bRENdAN vAN HEk & CONsuELO CAvANIGLIA
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© THE wEsTERN AusTRALIAN yEAR bOOk

Perth became known worldwide as the ‘City of light’ in 1962. City residents lit their house and 
streetlights as American astronaut, John Glenn, passed overhead while orbiting the earth on Friendship 7.
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march – ALICE sPRING, sCHOOL Of THE AIR MOvEs ONCE MORE, THIs TIME TO 
THE fLyING dOCTOR bAsE, IT Is LOCATEd IN A dEMOuNTAbLE HERE uNTIL 1977

april 8 – fLuORIdATION Of sydNEy’s 
wATER suPPLy bEGINs. ONE MONTH 
LATER IN PERTH

July 31 – THE PREMIER Of quEENsLANd, 
jACk PIzzEy, dIEs IN OffICE

June 18 – THE fIRsT sTAGE 
Of THE wARRINGAH fREEwAy 
OPENs IN sydNEy

1. January 4 – THE sEARCH fOR THE bOdy Of PRIME MINIsTER HAROLd HOLT, wHO dIsAPPEAREd wHILsT swIMMING Off PORTsEA, vICTORIA, Is 
CALLEd Off 2. april 17 – sTEELE HALL sERvEd As LEAdER Of THE OPPOsITION fOR TwO yEARs bEfORE bECOMING PREMIER AT THE 1968 ELECTION. 
CONsIdEREd yOuNG ANd HANdsOME, sTEELE wAs ALsO THE fIRsT AusTRALIAN sTATE PREMIER TO sPORT sIdEbuRNs 3. September 28 — THE 
CARLTON bLuEs NARROwLy bEAT EssENdON bOMbERs by 3 POINTs (56–53) IN THE GRANd fINAL Of THE 1968 vfL sEAsON, wINNING THEIR fIRsT fLAG 
IN 21 yEARs 4. December 14 – A REfERENduM Is HELd IN TAsMANIA TO ALLOw THE GRANTING Of AusTRALIA’s fIRsT CAsINO LICENsE TO THE wREsT 
POINT HOTEL. THE REfERENduM Is PAssEd. 5. June 14 – jOuRNALIsT sIMON TOwNsENd Is GRANTEd ExEMPTION fROM MILITARy sERvICE AfTER 
LOdGING A fIfTH APPEAL AGAINsT HIs IMPRIsONMENT ANd COuRT MARTIAL fOR CONsCIENTIOus ObjECTION 6. July 1 – THE COPyRIGHT ACT 1968 
REPLACEs THE ExIsTING 1911 COPyRIGHT LEGIsLATION.

may 21 – INdIAN PRIME 
MINIsTER INdIRA GANdHI 
vIsITs AusTRALIA

november 5 — RAIN LOvER 
wINs THE MELbOuRNE CuP

December 31 – A MACRObERTsON 
MILLER vIsCOuNT PLANE CRAsHEs 
sOuTH Of PORT HEdLANd, wEsTERN 
AusTRALIA, kILLING 26 PEOPLE

January – PERTH, suPERANNuATION 
buILdING CONsTRuCTION COMPLETEd

april – kORMILdA swIMMERs IN dARwIN

october 14 – THE TOwN Of MECkERING, wEsTERN 
AusTRALIA, Is bAdLy dAMAGEd by AN EARTHquAkE

auguSt 3 – THE sTANdARd GAuGE 
RAIL LINE bETwEEN PERTH ANd 
kALGOORLIE Is COMPLETEd

June 24 – bRITIsH COMEdIAN 
TONy HANCOCk COMMITs 
suICIdE IN HIs sydNEy 
HOTEL ROOM

September 21 — THE sOuTH sydNEy RAbbITOHs 
dEfEATEd MANLy-wARRINGAH sEA EAGLEs IN THE 
NswRL GRANd fINAL AT THE sydNEy CRICkET GROuNd

may 25 — dEREk CLAyTON wINs HIs sECONd MEN’s 
NATIONAL MARATHON TITLE, CLOCkING 2:14:47.8 IN HObART

auguSt – NEw NATIONAL 
LIbRARy Of AusTRALIA 
OPENs

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

AusTRALIA IN ‘68 (2008) © TOM MÙLLER

Australia ‘68 in Pictures
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I AM ART (2008) © jusTIN EdwARd jOHN sMITH
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the Black Panther Party (originally the Black Panther Party for Self-Defense) was a Marxist/Maoist 
African-American organization established to promote Black Power and self-defense. It was active in the 
United States from the mid-1960s into the 1970s.

© THE bLACk PANTHER PARTy
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© AusTRALIAN wOMEN’s wEEkLy
PHOTOGRAPH: RON bERG

these dramatic pictures of a sydney fire were taken an hour apart by staff photographer Ron Berg on 25 
April 1968. the building, which looks here like a Roman ruin, was the former five-storey oxford street 
department store, Buckinghams, already under demolition. It caught fire on Anzac Day, drawing crowds of 
awestruck holidaymakers. Gas cylinders in Buckinghams exploded successively, booming across the city and 
shattering shop windows near the site. Heat seared the fire trucks and turned their hose water to steam. 

“It was so intense,” said Ron Berg, “that as I held up my light meter, it seized. I had to put it away and guess 
the exposure reading.”




